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U. S. Planes Destroy Cambodian Vessels
PARK CONSTRUCTION—Preliminary earth moving has begun at the new
Murray-Calloway County Park, according to County Attorney Sid Easley. A
trencher is leveling ground near Arcadia Drive today for the construction of
The Murray City School System is now
among 102 systems across the state ac-
credited at the highest level of "com-
prehensive."
The state Board of Education added
--seven new schools With coveted
classification. Also among the seven was
- Marshall County High School, which is just
completing its first year of operation.
Murray had been evaluated at the
middle level of accreditation, that of
standard. The lowest rating is "basic."
Supt. Fred Schultz said this morning
that he has not been officially notified of
the new ranking yet, but expects to be
within two weeks.
"We're certainly trying to provide
quality education," Schultz said, "And
while we don't want to toot our own hor-
n,...this is an assurance to the public from
an objective source that we are indeed
accountable for public funds."
Schultz added that he feels that both
Murray and the Calloway County School
systems have been moving for some time
toward better quality education locally.
The other five schools which moved up
one accreditation level were: Franklin-
Simpson, in Simpson County; Trigg
County, Carroll County, Mayfield, and
Jana Jones Named
For Scholarship
Jana Lynn Jones of 1608 Keenland, a
graduating senior at Murray Hie School,
has been awarded a $200 Theatre Arts
Scholarship to attend Murray State
University for the 1975-76 school year.
Miss Jones, the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Donald E. Jones, plans to study both
theatre arts and elementary education at
Murray State:,
She was chosen as the best actress in
one-act plays in Regional Speech Festivals
at Murray Slate in 1973 and 1974. She has
also won various other awards in speech
competition.
A member of the Murray High Band,
Miss Jones has been chosen for All-State
















Mostly cloudy and mild with a chaoce of
showers or thundershowers tonight, low in
the low to upper 50s. Partly cloudy and
mild with showers ending Thursday, high
in the low to mid 70s. Friday mostly sunny
and a little cooler.
Fort Campbell Senior High.
The state board also approved six new
merit ratings for schools for high quality
programs. Those included three in Fayette
County, all for mathematics — Henry
Clay, Lafayette and Tates Creek. The oth-
ers were North Hardin (County), for in-
dustrial arts; Paul G. Blazer Sr. High, in
Ashland, and Bowling Green Sr. High, both
for math.
County high schools upgraded from
basic to standard were: Lowes, Symsonia,
Wingo and Sedalia, all in Graves County;
Greenup County Sr. High; Madisonville
Jr. High; Tompkinsville High; Feds Creek
The Murray High School Tiger Band will
make its last appearance as a full band on
Friday, May 16, at 5:30 p.m. on the school
lawn. This spring concert will consist of
both the symphonic band and concert band
in their contest numbers.
Both bands will join for a full band
concert in the following numbers: ''Black
Horse Troupe," a march by John Phillip
Sousa; "Variations on the Kitchen Sink"
by Don Gillis, a novelty number featuring
skillets and pans; and -Themes From
Victory At Seas" by Richard Rodgers.
Following the concert. an old fashioned
ice cream supper will be held with
homemade ice cream and cake to be
served at 25 cents each while the Tiger
State Band perfoerms.
Persons are asked to bring their own
lawn chairs or seating. Mrs. Freed Curd,
chairman of the event, and Donald Jones,
president, invites the public to hear the
special program of music and to support
the ice cream supper.
Officers will be elected and a con-
stitution and by-laws adopted by the
Humane Society of Calloway County,
which will meet at 7:30 p.m., Monday, May
19, at the United Campus Ministry
Building at 202 North 15th Street.
An initial meeting of the society last
month showed considerable support for
the formation of a permanent
organization, and temporary committees
have been at work the past few weeks
laying groundwork for Monday' night's
organizational meeting. The temporary
welfare committee which has been at work
since the last meeting will report on its
acti v tie c -cii sr us&  -bag.- ran**--
programs to deli' with problems of the
community.
The meeting is open to anyone in the city
and county who is concerned about the
welfare of animals and problems which
result from overpopulation, and all are
urged to attend.
.-11141 . .
four baseball diamonds in the area. The fields are expected to be ready for
use by next season.
Staff Photo by David Hill
High in Pike County and Bremen, Burnside, Eubank, Nancy and Shopville
Drakesboro Consolidated, Graoam and . Highs, all in Pulaski County, they were on
Hughes Kirk Highs, all in Muhlenberg • the verge of slipping back at least one
County. • -yel. Wolfe County High now is a standard
Other schools so upgraded were: Burgin school while the four in Pulaski County are
High in Mercer County, Dawson Springs, basic,
Pineville, Providence, Silver Grove in
Campbell County, Williamsburgs Highs 
In other business, the board:
—Reaffirmed its previous position of not
and St. Mary High in McCracken County. excusing schools for calamity days if that
Kentucky School for the Deaf in Danville would give them fewer than 175 classroom
and Kentucky School for the Blind in days for the year. The board also agreed to
Louisville were both moved down from ask the legislature to repeal a law allowing
basic to "accredited," a level which is less up to five calamity days, on the ground it
than full accreditation, tended to make some school districts feel
Asst. State Supt. of Public Instruction they did not have to have 175 days of in-
Don Bale said those two schools were "not struction.
supposed to fit the full) standards", be- Deputy State., Supt. Samuel Alexander
cause of their special nature. But he said said the 175 days of classroom instruction
they both have more money behind each required in Kentucky was among the
student than any other school in lowest in the country. He said most states
the state. 
Also moved back from "accredited" to 
required 180 to 190 days.
School 
" e m eergency" H gh, '
—Instructed State Supt. Lyman Ginger
wscashooMlawdihsoichnvBailleleChsaristid 
just 
to poll members by telephone, if
necessary, to resolve a stalemate among
started. 
Upon Bale's recommendation, the board 
the merged new Jefferson County School
Board members over district-wide kin-
agreed to warn Wolfe County High and .iergarten.
County 4-H Members
Take Top District Honors
Calloway County 4-H'ers took too honors
in an Area-Wide Speech & Demonstration
Contest held Saturday in Mayfield. Local
4-Hers took top honors in thirteen
categories.
Winners included: Mary Morris, 12 yr
old Speech Division and Jr. Health
Demonstration; Tonya McCuiston, Jr
Dairy Foods; Sharon Snyder, 11 yr. old
Girls Speech Division and Jr. Animal
Science Competition; Angela Manning, Jr
Home Furnishings Division; Billie
zell, Jr.. Safety Demonstration Division.
Julie Sams, Jr. Other Foods Division:
Kathy Black, Senior Speech Division:
Chuck Harrison, Boys 13 yr. old category:
Kenneth Paschall, Sr. Horticulture
Division; Laura Jarrett, Sr. Photography
Demonstration; Pat Cunningham, Sr
Home Furnishings Division. ,
The State 4-11 Talk Meet will be held in
Lexington on .July 2. and the State 4-H
Foods Demonstrations will beheld July 1-
2. All other Area Champions in Demon-
strations will participate in the State
Contest during the State Fair. August 12-
Calloway County 4-Hers winning top honors in the Area-Wide Speech and
Demonstration contest at Mayfield were, left to right, first row, Mary Morris,
Tanya McCuiston, Sharon Snyder, Angela Manning, Billie Bmell, second row.
Julia Sams, Kathy Black, Chuck Harrison Kenneth Paschall, laura Jarrett. and Pat
('unningham.
Pentagon Says Action
Taken To Stop Move Of
Mayaguez Crew Members
WASHINGTON AP — U.S. war planes
sank three Cambodian navy patrol craft
and crippled four others to prevent at-
tempts to take captive U.S. merchant ship
crevmierrtn the Cambodian mainland. the
Pentagon announced today.
A Pentagon spokesman also said U.S.
aircraft had been receiving small arms
fire from the Cambodian boats for several
hours before the American planes struck.
The captured ship, the Mayaguez, is an-
chored off the island of Koh Tang, some 30
miles from the Cambodian mainland.
Pentagon spokesman Joseph Laitin read
the following statement to newsmen:
"Beginning at 8:30 p.m. (EDT) yester-
day evening, there were indications that
the Cambodians appeared to be at-
tempting to move captured U.S. crewmen
from the ship and from the island of Koh.
Tang to the =inland. After giving war-
ning, U.S. aircraft began efforts to block
this movement.
"Three Cambodian patrol craft were
destroyed, about four others were
damaged and immobilized. One boat suc-
ceeded in reaching Kompong Som.
"U.S. aircraft had been receiving small
arms fire from such boats for several
hours prior to this action."
At the same time, Laitin announced that
the destroyer escort Holt had arrived in
the area off Koh Tang island, the first U.S.
warship to reach the scene.
Reports reaching the Pentagon said an
AC130 gunship and A7 attack aircraft
keeping watch over the merchant ship held
captive by the Cambodians struck the
Cambodian ships with 20-millimeter gun-
fire and possibly other weapons.
Meanwhile, it was learned that U.S. Air
Force warplanes flying out of Thailand
have been ordered to prevent any effort by
the Cambodians to move the Mayaguez
from its present position.
The fate of the Mayaguez' 19-rnan crew
was not known. Mere were reports
Tuesday that Caucasians were seen being
taken to the island from the Mayaguez in
fishing-type boats.
U.S. planes have been keeping a con-
stant aerial watch on the Mayaguez,
awaiting further action orders from
President Ford.
Pentagon sources said about 1.000
Marines had been flown from U.S. bases in
the Philippines and on Okinawa to the U.!1.
base at Utapao in southern Thailand, The
move was made in the face of Thai govern-
ment objections.
There was no indication as to what hap-
pened to the crew of the Cambodian boats,
one of which was identified as a gunboat.
There were about seven Cambodian
craft in the area of the Mayaguez at the
time the three vessels were destroyed,
sources said.
There was no evidence that any U.S. air-
craft were hit by gunfire during the in-
cident, the sources said.
Pentagon sources said U.S. Air Force
rescue helicopters attempted to pick up
some of the crewmen of the destroyed
Cambodian boats, but that other Cam-
bodian naval craft fired on the rescue
helicopters and they broke off the attempt.
Earlier, Senate Republican Leader
Hugh Scott had said he expected develop-
ments in the Mayaguez crisis within the
next 24 hours and added they might in-
clude use of "minimum force necessary"
to rescue the ship's crew.
In Washington, President Ford deman-
ded the immediate release of the
Mayaguez and held a late-night session
with his National Security Council. But
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger said
Ford would consult with members of Con-
gress before ordering any military action
if diplomatic efforts through third coun-
tries failed.
Adm. James L. Holloway, the chief of
naval operations, said"the Navy Is ready"
to retake the Mayaguez.
Successful Red Cross Fund
Drive Reported By Board
A special meeting of the Board of.
Directors of the Calloway County Red
Cross chapter was called by Chairman
Holmes Ellis for Tuesday, May 13 at 4 p.
m. in the Jury Room of the Court House.
Under discussion was whether or not to
continue to solicit for the remainder of the
money to meet the fund drive goal of
$10,226. The board members voted to close
the drive with the $9,969.00 collected, after
hearing the report of the fund drive
chairman, Walter Apperson.
Apperson said he "deeply appreciated
the co-operation of the Red Cross volun-
teer workers and the contributions of the
city and county people, as well." The
Board and Chairman Ellis commended
Apperson for the good job done during the
conditions of the recession.
Other business included the appointment
of Henry Holton as chairman of the
nominating committee along with Harvey
Ellis and Bob Moyer. This committee was
also charged with discussing and
recommending whether services and ..
office hours should be curtailed due to lack
of funds.
A chart was presented which showed
that the county provides the office, the
heat, lights, water, office supplies.
typewriters and secretarial help free of
charge to the county Red Cross
association. The monies collected are for
the services rendered by the local Red
Cross chapter.
Board members present at the special
meeting were the following: Holmes Ellis,
chairman; Fleetwood Crouch, vice-
chairman; Harvey Ellis, Henry Holton,
Dave Dickson, Bob Miller, Kathryn
Glover; Jean Blankenship, executive
secretary; and Carole Hahn, publicity
Initial Steps Taken
Toward NewJVISU SUB
Initial steps have been taken at Murray
State University toward the immediate
construction of a multi-million-dollar,
fully-equipped and modern student union
facility on the 213-acre main campus.
Dr. Fank Julian, vice-president for
student development, said a committee
made up of students and faculty and staff
members. would be named and at work
-within the month" planning the new
facility. It Would replace the Harry Lee
1A'aterfield Student Union Building, oc-
cupied in 1959 and ,scheduled to be
remodeled into a new and expanded
central library for the University.
Resolutions calling for the planning of a
new student center as well as the con-
version of the present student union
building into a library facility were ap-
proved by the University's board of
regents April 7.
"This is a major step for Murray State
University," Julian said. "and all of us
involved with the project are extremely
excited about it and the services it could
provide for the benefit of our student
consumers."
The project has been given the highest
priority. Julian said, and he expressed the
hope that the plan would receive quick
approval by the Kentucky Council on
Public Higher Education and that funds
necessary for its construction would be
allocated shortly afterwards so ar-
chitectural planning could be started
Currently, Dr. Julian and others par-
ticipating in the initial planning phase of
the project are involved in determining the
services tobe proposed for the new cereer.
the site for which has not been,-selecled.
"We will be investigating similar
facilities at other institutions." he said
-visiting some of them and formulating in
our minds and with our pencils rough
sketches of what such a building should
include and the ways in si inch we can
realize maximum useage o the square
footage we will be able to c-nstruct "
Major services expected to be pros alert
in the new facility include theatres, a
music listening room, art gallery. bowling
alley, expanded recreational and creative
expression facilities such as darkrooms,
poster rooms, student work areas for
various activities and other services
designed for the benefit of the student
consumers, he said.
Preliminary plans also call for is new
center to house a greatly expanded
University Book Store and food services
program, he added, as well as the addition
of "some new kinds of food services."
Oben the ,Waterfield Student Building
was occupied in 1959. the total enrollment
at Murray State Was 2,703 students. Today.
more than 7.200 are enrolled during an
academic year, and the resulting demands
upon it -simply cannot be provided
without a new center such as the one being
planned," Julian pointed out.




Murray Headstart Center will
have a parade on the court
square at ten a. m. to celebrate
National Headstart Day
followed by an open house at the
Headstart Center on North
Second Street.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist °lurch
Women will meet at 7;30 p. m.
as follows: Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, Wesleyan
with Miss Doris Rowland, and
Hannah with Mrs. Peter
Whaley.
Thursday, May 15
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
6:30 p.m.
Women of the Moose will
:neet at the lodge hall with
executive board at seven p.m.
and business at eight p.m.
First Baptist Church RYW
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Lonnie Burgett at 7:30 p.m.
JaneIle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church will meet the
home of Mrs. Jamie Washer at
7:30 p.m.
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
progressive luncheon started at
12:30 p.m. at homes of Mrs. T.
C. Doran, Mrs. 0. C. Wells, and
Mrs. William Moffett.
Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at seven p.m.
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet Thursday, May 15, at
seven p.m. at the community
room of the Dees Bank of Hazel.
An installation of new officers
will be held.
Mrs. Steve Knott and Mrs.
Charles Parker will be
hostesses.
Senior Citizens will have a
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
Center at twelve noon. 'Business
meeting at 1:30 p.m.
Friday, May 16
Benefit gospel singing for
Murray Colt League Baseball
will be held at Murray Middle
School at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, May 18
Third annual Moose Members
fishing tournament, changed
from Wildcat Park to Cypress
Bay Resort, will be from seven
a. m. to four p. m. Trophies will
be awarded. For information
contact local lodge.
The Baptist Women of the
West Fork Missionary Baptist
Church held its regular monthly
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Cozy Garland on Monday, April
21, at seven p. m.
Mrs. Larue Sledd led the
program with Mrs. Geneta
Higgins, Mrs. Susan Lee, and
Mrs. Martha Armstrong also
taking part. -
The prayer calendar for the
month was presented by Mrs.
Anna Usrey. Royal Service
books were given to the
members for the two upcoming
meetings.
The formation of a church
library or "book shelf" was
discussed.
Also attending were Mrs.
Martha Butterworth, Mrs.
Gladys Gupton, and Mrs. Joan
Turner.
The next meeting will be held
Monday, May 19, at 7:30p. m. at
the home of Mrs. Anna Usrey.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Rubie Smith of Murray
has been a patient at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Linda Wilkerson of




Representative Kenneth Imes, D-Murray looks
on as Rep. Norbert Blume, D-Louisville, Speaker
of the House signs HR 30, sponsored by Imes,
directing the Legislative Research Commission
to study the feasibility of establishing a school
of veterinary medicine at Murray State Univer-
sity during the 1974 legislative session.
Re-elect
State Representative
This advertisement paid for by Kenneth C.. Imes
May Wedding Planned Executive Board Of Murray
Woman's Club Gives Plans
Miss Diana Lynn Austin
William E. Austin of Mayfield and Mrs. Agnes Corzine of
Louisville announce the engagement and-approaching marriage
of their youngest daughter, Diana Lynn, to James Andrew
Groves, son of Mr. and Mrs. James J. Groves of nampton.
The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Mayfield High School and a
1975 Elementary Education graduate of Murray State University.
Mr. Groves is a 1969 graduate of Livingston County High School
and a 1974 Physical Education graduate of Murray State
University.
The couple will be married in the presence of families and
friends on Saturday, May 31, at one p. m. at the First United
Methodist Church, Mayfield, with a reception to follow in the
church basement.





By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Because I read in your column about that
tollfree number, which allows runaway kids to call to let
their parents know they are O.K., I re-established contact
with my parents, went home and had the most wonderful
Easter in my life. 11'ro a 19-year-old boy who dropped out of
school and hit the road 15 months ago.)
Will you please run that item again, Abby?
LUCKY IN ILLINOIS
DEAR LUCKY: With pleasure: Runaways. dial
1-800-231-6946. An operator will telephone your parents
anywhere in the U.S. and convey a message from you. i" I'm
alive, don't worry about me" is typical.)
There will be no lecturing or counseling. Your call will not
be traced, and the only question asked of you will be: "Do
you need anything?" If you do. you'll be told where you can
obtain it for free. No attempt will be made to bring you
home, regardless of your age.
Runaways, please forget the past and call that tollfree
number now. Let somebody know that you are alive. You
will sleep better tonight. and so will they.
P.S. This wonderful program originated in Texas and has
been adopted by 37 states! It's staffed by volunteers,
including some grateful runaways who have come home.
DEAR ABBY: I recently met a very attractive man.
We hit it off immediately, and I could get serious about him,
but he told me something about himself that made me begin
to wonder about him. Please don't laugh, because this is
serious. He does needlepoint!
He is otherwise normal. Do you think I havveoNa prEoRblieNmG?
DEAR WONDERING: Yes. But the problem is with
you, not him. Needlepointing is wonderfully relaxing. It
calms the nerves, occupies restless hands, heats smoking
and gives one a sense of real accomplishment. And neither
sex has a monopoly on that!
DEAR ABBY: I sympathize with "Red-Faced," who
wrote to say that she was embarrassed to watch _some of
those TV commercials with her boyfriend.
I've been in sales and advertising for over 50 years. and I
recently became uneasy watching -certain TV commercials
with my daughter and son-in-law. I think the media is going
out of bounds with some of the products the*: advertise
If the "red-faced" young lady will go to the public librar‘
and ask for an up-to-date copy of "Advertisers' Register.'
she will find the names and addresses of all rnaj,.r
companies listed with the brand names they: produce and
the names of their executive personnel.
She should then write a letter to the president of thr
company telling him why she thinks his advertising is
offensive. It will be far more effective than writing to the
t' C . as you recommended. •
I '‘ ti done this with several products and was amazed at
the personal attention I received.
T.W.T.: TEX AN
DEAR T.W.T.: Thanks for the suggestion. Others ha‘e
uritten to tell me that writing to the F.C.C. to complain
about offensive TV commercials was a waste of time.
EveLyone has a problem. What's_yours? Foi a personal
reply. write to ABBY: Box No. 69700.T.A.. Calif. 10169.
Enclose 'stamped. self-addressed envelope. please.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212, Int Abby's booklet
-How to Write Letters for All Occasions.' Please enclose n
lung, self-addressed, stamped 120iti envelope. •
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club and
incoming board members made
plans for the coming year
Monday, May 5, at noon while
meeting in the club house. Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette, president,
opened the meeting with
prayer.
Following the reading of the
minutes by Mrs. Charles Hoke,
who substituted for Mrs. Heron
West, and the treasurer's report
by Mrs. Donald Burchfield, the
business of plans for closing this
year and programing for the
new year were discussed.
In the last general meeting of
the '74-75 year, Mr. and Mrs.
Royal Kain will be honored
guests. Kain, manager of the
Fisher-Price Industry here
donated $1,000 for the Bi-
Centennial Book Shelf project
sponsored by the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Because of this gift, the Murray
Woman's Club received a
citation at the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
held recently in Louisville.
Because of a generous
financial gifi by Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn to the Special
Education Building of Murray
State University that is located
on North Sixteenth Street, the
library is to be named The Effie
Vaughn Library. The
University is offering the
Murray Woman's Club the
opportunity ,to serve the com-
munity by donating books and
kits, toys and supplies that may
be checked -out by parents or
others working with children
who have learning disabilities.
The ten department chairmen
were given a list of items that
may be given to this library.
A memorial service for four
members who have died this
year will be held in the club
house garden at 5:30 p. m. on
the evening of the dinner
meeting on May 26. Deceased
members to be remembered at
this occasion are Miss Cappie
Beale, Mrs. J. D. Rayburn, Mrs.
Carnie Hendon and Mrs. E. R.
Hagan.
Following the dinner, officers
will be installed and special
music is planned. Mrs. Rex
Benefield, district governor.
Mayfield, has been invited.
Door prizes will be given at the
close of the event. Reservations
for the dinner must be in by
May 22.
In an effort to improve the
Judicial Laws, a circular
describing the faults of the
present system and how it
might be improved were given
ELAM BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Elam of
Hardin Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Matthew
Bartlett, weighing seven pounds
twelve ounces, born on
Saturday, May 10, at three a. m,
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed with
Reelfoot Pacing Company,
Union City, Tenn., and the
mother is on leave from Crafts
Unlimited, Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Elam of Hardin
Route One. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Ira Gray of
Union City, Tenn.
OVERBY BOY
Mr. and Ms. Dickie Overby
of Murray Route Five are the
parents of a baby boy, Justin
Martin, weighing nine pounds
one ounce, born on Friday.
April 11, at 1:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway- - County
Hospital.
The father is manager at
Ewing Tire Service and the
mother is on leave from the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elvis Overby of Dexter
and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bolen of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Harley Bolen
and Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
Ross, all of Murray.
WILSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wilson,
1702 Murray Street, Mayfield,
are the parents of a baby boy,
James Bishop, born on Friday,
May 9, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Dr. and
Mrs. J. Slagle Robbins of
Mayfield affd— Mrs. Peggy
Wilson of Elizabethtown, for-
merly of Murray.
The Houston McDevitt
vettroc-- wistres -rcr reascUrf-
patients of Or Richard M
HutSOn that he will continue
practIce in Murray and his
association with the Houston
McDevitt Clinic.
each department chairman.
Programs for the department
concerning this need may be
had by asking the Speaker's
Bureau. A series of workshops
for this project will be given in
June.
Announcements were made
concerning the following civic
projects: Comprehensive Care
program needs financial aid.
The club has contributed to it in
the past. When new car licenses
are obtained, the applicant will
be given a card asking for
consent to the giving of any vital
organs in case of the owner's
death. There will be an open
Farm Tour June 21-22 beginning
at 10 a. m. at the Kentucky
Training Center on the Paris
Pike, sponsored by the
Suburban Woman's Club who
will give all proceeds to
charities.
"Spinning Wheels of 1976" is a
contest sponsored by the High-
way Safety Department. Mrs.
Joe Prince is the safety
chairman and is already in-
volved in a program for bicycle
safety.
Mrs. LaFollette also an-
nounced that an award from the
KFWC will be given to any club
member who has helped to
bring into club membership five
women in the past year.
_Mrs. Matt Sparkman,
chairman of the Advisory
Council which is composed of
past presidents, made a report
on the repairing of the club
house. Leaks and painting are
still to be done. She announced
that the Executive Board has
voted that the ten departments
redecorate the three rest
rooms.
Mrs. Tom Brown, first vice
president in charge of program
making for the next year, asked
for the vice chairmen from each
of the ten departments to work
with her later this month. The
same score card will be used
again this year.
Mrs. J. I. Hosick,
parliamentarian, in a closing
note, reminded the department
chairmeff That the Murray
Woman's Club is made up of the
departments, and the depart-
ments are the Murray Woman's
Club. She emphasized that we
are all working toward unity
and purpose in this
organization, and anything
accomplished is done in the
name of the Murray Woman'
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Mrs. Allred Taylor, left, is cultural arts chairman and Mrs.
Jimmy D. Herndon is home management chairman for the
Calloway County Homemakers Clubs.
Frances Wilson Shea
I feel sure that most of you have either heard my radio
talks or have listened to my telephone campaign and
know something about my personal background, but for
those who have missed this information let nte say that I
was raised on the south east side of Calloway County
between Hazel and New Concord. My parents were the
late Bun and Elva Lee Wilson. After my parents passed
away I lived with my grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Lee.
Many of you may remember that my grandfather had a
grocery store in Murray for many years. My brother,
George Robeet Wilson and his family now live in
Louisville. I am married to Pat Shea and we live on Route
6, on the east side of Calloway County on property we
purchased in 1955. I graduated from Murray High School
in 1942 and attended Murray State College for over two
years. I began working when I was 18 years of age and all
of my employment has had to do with office procedures
and practices. and dealing with the public. It is my desire
to provide courteous, competent and efficient service to
the office of Circuit Court Clerk. For the past 8 years I
have been a legal secretary, and Court Examiner for the
Circuit Court. I have served as Court Clerk in the office of
the County ludge, and I served as Deputy Circuit Court
Clerk until I resigned to campaign for this very important
office. I am experienced in the office procedures of the
Circuit Court and I have had special training in the new
accounting system implemented by the State regarding
the collection and reporting of fees.








This advedisemen1 paid kr by Frances Wilson S
hea
Alin American Fiesta
Held Here By Classes
The Seventh Grade English
and Social Studies Classes of
Murray Middle School held a
Latin American Fiesta on
Monday, April 28, was the final
activity in a unit of study on
Latin America.
Parents, teachers, and school
administration were invited to
the lunch prepared by students
and were also invited to view
displays of the student work and
a program of skits, dances, and
songs developed by the students
as part of their studies.
The English and Social
Studies teachers are Doralyn
Lanier, Kaye Peebles, and
Martha Shirley.
If you happen to have fruit
knives ( these are usually about
6 inches long) and no matching
forks, team the fruit knives
with seafood forks — if you
have them. You'll find the sea-
food forks are about the same
length. Use these knives and
forks when you serve fresh
fruit and cheese as dessert for
a company dinner or supper.
The Queen of Fern Terrace Lodge and her court pose for photograph. Mrs. Dommie Cleaver
was chosen queen; her escort, standing directly behind her, is Bun Ray. )ettie Allbritten was first
runner-up. She stands to the left of the queen. Her escort, Ted Padden, stands behind her. Katie
Miller, the second runner-up is seated to the far right. Her escort, Don Riley, stands behind her.
The third runner-up, Mrs. Lillie Moody is standing to the right of the queen. Her escort, Luther
Swift, stands to her right. The fourth runner-up, Mrs. Lula Roberts, stands in the center behind
the queen. Her escort, Rollie Roberts stands to her right.
Mrs. Kathleen Sprunger Conducts Mrs. Dommie ckever crowed Queen
Eight Weeks Of Quilting
The eight weeks of quilting
classes conducted by Mrs.
Kathleen Sprunger at her home
have come to a close. Par-
ticipants were mostly from the
Murray area but two came from
Paducah. The sponsor was a
group from MSU Women's
Society.
Each student learned the
different parts of the quilt, was
exposed to the hundreds of basic
patterns from Mrs. Sprunger's
vast library Of quilting and each
person made a patchwork quilt
top. The design was of her own
choosing.
Each person helped lay out a
quilt and get it into the frames
and quilt on the various quilts
that Mrs. Sprunger had in many
different frames.
Entries were accepted for the
Bi-Centennial Quilt Contest
from several.
Encouraged by the group to
keep on with the classes, Mrs.
Sprunger said she might start
another one come fall.
Use milk
Cooking cabbage, spinach
and cauliflower in milk just at
the simmering point will
tenderize vegetables as quick-
ly as water at a full boil. Milk
has a slightly higher boiling
point than water. If the milk
is consumed as part of the
seasoning the food value will
not be drained away.
4 
BIRTHS
In the meantime this group
will have a "Critique
sometime in the summer when
the group has had a chance to
complete the many projects
they started.
Classes of Fom rem Lodge At program
Mrs. Frances Wilson Shea, a
member of the Murray Chap-
ter of the Business and
Professional Women's Club
for two years, has been
chosen and will be installed
as president of the club for
the year 1975-76, at the
regular dinner meeting,_on
Thursday, May 15, at 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. Shea has, in the past year,
served as recording secretary
for the club. All newly elected
officers will be installed at this
meeting and all members are
urged to attend.
SCOTT GIRL
Amy Lynne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
Pat Scott, C-5 Coach Estates,
Murray, for their baby girl,
weighing six pounds five oun-
ces, born on Tuesday, April 8, at
10:53 a. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is a member of the
Murray Fire Department.
Grandparents are Mrs.
James R. Scott and the late Mr.
Scott of Lynn Grove and Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Edmonds of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Cora Scott of Lynn
Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Ocus
Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Buel Ed-
monds, and Mr. and Mrs. Lowry
Parker
JONES GIRL
Heather Diannie is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Jones of Canton for their baby
girl born on Saturday, April 19,
at the Jenny Stuart Memorial
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Jones of Canton and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Holland of
Cadiz. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Maggie Jones of Hazard,
Mr. and Mrs. John Finley of
Cadiz, Mrs. Eula Jones of
Canton, and Mrs. Ethel Mit-
cheson of Hardin.
SCRUGGS GIRL
Karol Jeanne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
T. Scruggs, 315 North Seventh
Street, Murray, for their baby
girl, weighing six pounds seven
ounces, born on Saturday, April
19, at 1:47 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is field
representative for the Wood-
men of the World.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Scruggs of Hazel
and Mrs. Margaret Winchester
and the late Rev. B. R. Win-
chester of Murray.
HOPKINS GIRL
A baby girl, Kimberly Dawn,
weighing eight pounds four
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Hopkins of Dexter
on Sunday, April 29, at 1:55 p
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Michael
age three. The father is em
ployed at the Murray Division
of the Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mrs
Eugenia Hopkins and the late
George (Dud I Hopkins of
Dexter, James Collins and Mrs.
Margie Cook of Murray. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Henry
Oglesby of Murray.
A crowning of a Queen of Fern
Terrace Lodge was held Sun-
day, May 4 at Fern Terrace
Lodge in Murray.
The five lady finalists and
their escorts were selected by
the residents themselves by
secret balloting prior to this
event.
Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller was Master of
Ceremony for the afternoon and
crowned the queen and
presented her with roses.
Judges were Mrs. Bailey
Binford and Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Keller. Music by Marie




The home of Mrs. Brent
Butterworth was the scene of
the. April meeting of the Penny
liomemakers Club with Mrs.
Ernest Madrey, president,
presiding.
Mrs Johnny Walker gave the
devotion with the group saying
The Lord's Prayer in unison.
Six members answered the roll
call with what they like about
spring.
Announcements were made of
the trip to Lexington June 4-6
and of the Tasty Luncehon on
May 9.
The lasson on "Mixing Old
and New Furniture" was
presented by Mrs. Johnny
Walker.
Refreshments of cake, sand-
wiches, and punch were served
by Mrs. Butterworth.
The next meeting will be a
potluck luncheon at the home of
Mrs. Richard Armstrong on
Monday, May 19, at ten a. m.
Celerity Students Are
Named For Pub/keen
Students named for Who's
Who In American High School
•tudents at Calloway County
High School also include Sherry
mohler, Shirley Emerson, Janet
1)srey Arnold, Jan Todd, Don
Nance, and Sherry Starks.
The names were omitted from









 In 1972 Wayne T. Rutherford received the Distinguished 
.-Servic-e Award from the Kentucky Council oh Cflme and
Delinquency. In 1971 he was named KentuckY's Out-
standing Judge of Juvenile Courts. When Wayne T.







Mrs. Donunie Cleaver, 74,
was chosen "Queen of Fern
Terrace Lodge." She has seven
children, seventeen grand-
children, and seven great
grandchildren.
Mrs. Cleaver's escort was
Bun Ray.
First Runner-up was Mrs.
Jettie Allbritten and her escort
was Ted Padden.
Second Runner-up was Mrs.
Katie Miller and her escort was
Don Riley.
Third Runner-up was Mrs.
Lillie Moody and her escort was
Luther Swift.
Fourth Runner-up was Mrs.
Lula Roberts who was ill and
was unable to participate in the
event. Her husband, Rollie
Roberts, was to have been her
escort.
All ladies received plaques
and refreshments were served
following the ceremony. A very
large crowd attended the first
crowning of a Queen at Fern
Terrace.
Mrs. Datil& McCallon was in
charge of refreshments. Mrs.
Laurine Elkins and Mrs.
Rebecca Avery were on the
hospitality committee.
Good Sam Club To Hold Cimpout At Shamrock
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have its monthly
campout at Shamrock Resort on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
May 16-18, with Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer as
wagorunasters and Mr. and
Mrs. James Rose as assistant
wagorunasters.
Reservations should be made
with the Eversineyers, phone
753-6505, by tonight Wed-
nesday) for the Saturday night
supper.
The club held its April
carnpout at Kenlake State Park
with Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Herndon as wagonmasters and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Graham
as assistants but unable to
attend due to illness. Five
families were present for the
weekend carryout. Joe Walker
conducted the worship services
on Sunday morning at the
campsite.
The Wonder Bean
Soybeans supply about 75
Percent of all the feed protein
and about 60 percent of all the






Sunny Italian Cross-band Sandal
Leather Straps in Summery Colors
Low Wooden Wedge Regular $7.97.





One Size Fits All. Our Reg. 494 Pr.
SAVE $1.20
Boys' New 1-Strap Sandal
Soft Brown Uppers. Our





Buckled White Straps. Cushion
Insole Our Regular $3.97
Girls' 81/2-11 Misses 121/2-3.
$29°
Open Nights IA 9
a Use 'out MASTER CKARGE Card
7141-Alr gnencene Center
Murra‘
Mon -1.1-1 10-11 Sat 9-9 Sun 1-6





Variety is the specialty at Jerry's.
Jerry's Restaurants are getting better
every day. There's a whole new dinner
menu to choose from choices you
don't get anywhere else — appetizers
and soups ... vegetables and potatoes
. . and four different main dishes each
evening. Things like roast turkey, liver
and onions, collard greens, buttered
peas, veal cutlet — and so many more.
And, what's more, your dinner -
including appetizers, vegetables and
country biscuits - comes at one low
Varietii • neW-dinnerleatures or
old favorites — another reason for
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Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose d providing a forum for the free exchange of &Kering
()onions Letters tit the editor in response to editorials and
vpiruonated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed
,What Next? In Indochina
I -
By SHELDON SIMON
Prof. of Political Science, UK
''. In the wake of recent Communist
tnilitary victories in Indochina—the fall of
Cambodia and the collapse of the Saigon
government and South Vietnam—
observers of the Asian balance of power
can hardly keep irom wondering, "What
next?"
The impact of these Communist vic-
tories on the credibility of other American
security commitments and on the region's
overall political orientation is now of
major concern to both the United States
and its Asian allies.
The three Asian countries most affected
by recent Indochinese developments are
Thailand, the Philippines and Japan.
Thailand's main concern at present is
the base for subversion and infiltration
against it that a Communist Indochina now
provides.
Because of ethnic differences, rural
exploitation, and central government
neglect as well as more recent military
repression, parts of northern Thailand
appear ripe for Indochinese-based
guerrilla warfare should the North Viet-
namese and Pathet Lao so choose.
Thai officials are painfully aware of
their country's vulnerability in this regard
and America's inability to help with this
kind of domestic problem. Therefore, in
order to assure the Vietnamese Com-
munists that Thailand will no longer
permit its territory to be used by the
United States to hamper Vietminh ac-
tivities in Indochina, the new Thai
government formed in March 1975 under
Kukrit Pramoj has called upon the United
States to withdraw its forces by August
1976.
Meanwhile, the Thai military is in-
creasing its own operations in the northern
and northeast provinces which have been
declared under a state of emergency.
Thailand appears to be following two
policy lines in the wake of Communist
victories in Indochina: an externally
conciliatory policy toward the Vietminh
and their allies and a domestic policy of
military pursuit and insurgent destruc-
tion. The concept behind these two policies
is that so long as external insurgent aid
can be neutralized, Thailand will be able to
control its internal dissidents.
In the Philippines, a land far removed
from any direct mainland Communist
threat, President Marcos has called for an
overall review of the American security
relationship.
Western analysts do not believe this
review will lead to a cancellation of the
base treaties, particularly since the air
and naval complexes at Clark and Subic
Bay would be the last U. S. strongholds in
Southeast Asia when the Americans leave
Thailand. Rather, it appears that the
Philippines is taking advantage of the
increased importance of its location to
negotiate new monetary compensation for
the bases which, under the current treaty,
are free of any charge until 1991. Facing an
expanding guerrilla war against Moslem
dissidents in the south and a rapidly ex-
panding foreign exchange deficit because
of increased fuel costs, the country needs
new sources of cash.
Concern about Indochinese develop-
ments has been expressed by a number of
Philippine officials who are particularly
disturbed by the equivocal reaction of the
American Congress. Marcos has stated
that he wants the ambiguities in the
Philippines-U.S. Security Treaty clarified
so that Manila would know in what specific
cases of aggression the United States
would be obliged to come to the Philip-
pines' assistance. Moreover, the Philip-
pines wants to examine closely the im-
plications of moving America's Southeast
Asian defense line from Thailand back to
its Islands.
Perhaps the country most concerned
about U. S. behavior in Indochina is the
one least susceptible to an Indochina-type
challenge—Japan.
From Tokyo's perspective, the pertinent
question over an American military with-
drawal from East Asia is now a joint
Japanese-American defense of Japan can
be achieved if the Indochina debacle
marks the beginning of a complete U.S.
military exodus.
Japan's defense policy over the last 25
years has been premised on the main-
tenance of some U. S. forces in the region
as well as the Japanese islands them-
selves. This American presence and its
attendant nuclear umbrella have per-
mitted Japan to limit rearmament
severely and devote the bulk of its efforts
to economic development at home and
trade and investment abroad.
If U. S. forces were to leave, however,
two polar tendencies would be encouraged
in Japan: at one extreme, reversion to
unarmed neutrality as advocated by the
Japan Socialist Party and at the other,
interest in large-scale rearmament, in-
cluding the development of nuclear
weapons.
The United States opposes both these
possibilities.
Japanese officials, however, like their
Filipino counterparts, expressed dismay
at the U. S. failure to help South Vietnam
and Cambodia in their crises.
America's future role in Asian security
is ambiguous.
Some combination of air, naval, and
amphibious forces will probably remain in
East Asia I Japan, the ROK, and the
Philippines) through the remainder of the
1970's. The purpose of these forces will be
to serve as part of the global balance with ,
the USSR: to deter direct or indirect Soviet
intervention in local crises and, more
importantly, to induce Soviet cooperation
in the peaceful solution of such crises if
they arise.
American security policy, for the late
1970's, must depend increasingly on a
peaceful configuration of interests and
power among local states rather than any
direct American intervention. U. S.
diplomacy, then, must depend primarily
on the instruments of trade, investment,
economic and military assistance.
For the remainder of non-Communist
Asia the lesson Indochina has taught is
that future security arrangements will
have to be without U. S. military in-
tervention-. The non-Communist countries
will have to create the domestic, political
and social conditions necessary to un-
dermine any significant popular support
for insurgencies. These same countries
will also have to engage in border control
operations with their neighbors to insure
that the availability of external enemy
sanctuaries is minimized.
One American goal for involvement in
Indochina in the beginning was to "con-
tain" China. The recent Communist vic-
tory might well effect a similar end by
having a strong Vietnamese-controlled
Indochina on the Chinese border.
If so, then the bitterest irony of all over
these past 20 years has been that America
chose as its adversary the one Asian
political movement which could best have
achieved its China containment policy.
•to
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: A NATIONAL LAUGH-IN HARRIGAN
The operations and language of big
government are so absurd and counter to
common sense that they invite ridicule.
Indeed exposing government red tape and
pretentious declarations to ridicule is an
exercise in good citizenship.
It is very important that the American
people understand the extent to which big
government is a joke—a bad joke—being
played on them. In laughing at the devices
and words utilized by the bureaucracy,
Americans may appreciate the necessity
of curbing the power and arrogance of
elected and appointed officials.
Frank L. McHugh, chairman of Fablic
Monitor in Washington, is a commentator
who is doing an outstanding job ta using
humor to alert people to the threat they
face. The following is Mr. McHugh's
delightful, witty statement on How It
Could Have Been:
"Faced with the threat of a complete
shutdown of service and the resultant
detrimental impact on the Gross National
Product, Congress today voted an
The Family Lawyer
Two youths. sacationing in a
national forest, decided to go
skinnydipping in a mountain
stream. They were undeterred by
the nearness of a public camp-
ground, where signs forbidding
nudity had been posted.
In short order, a ranger showed
up and placed the pair under ar-
rest. Later, at a court hearing,
.7 they insisted that forest officials
had no right to regulate personal'
conduct unless that conduct was
harmful to the forest itself.
; But the court said the govern-
ment could regulate not only the
• use of the forest but also the way
people behaved there. As one
judge put it:
Forest Frolic
-The Government of the United
States as a sovereign has a right
to make its own rules as to the use
of its own lands, however unjust
it may seem to (individual) citi-
zens."
A comparable issue arose when
automobiles were banned from
another national forest. Owners
of nearby property complained in
court that they were cut off from
easy access to their land.
But again, the coutt upheld
the government's action. Banning
cars, said the court, was a reason-
able step toward "preserving the
wilderness in a primitive condi-
tion."
On the other hand, while na-
ture lovers must submit to the
power of government, they also
have substantial rights against the
government in case of injury. Un-
der the Federal Tort Claims Al,
they may hold the government
liable for negligence.
For example:
A woman climbing a trail in a
national park was hurt by a fall-
ing boulder. Although rocks had
fallen frequently along that trail,
no adequate warning was given to
the visiting public.
The result was that the woman
was able to collect damages from
the government. The court said
climbers were entitled to, if not
perfect safety, at least an honest
disclosuie of the risk.
A public service feature of the
American Bar association and
the Kentucky Bar Assn. Writ-
ten by Will Bernard.
Let's Stay Well 
Venereal Disease Rises
Venereal diseases -- those due
to or spread by sexual contact --
are persistent medical condi-
tions that cause much anxiety,
disability, suffering and illness.
Shortly after the clinical effec-
tiveness of penicillin against
syphilis and gonorrhea was es-
tablished, great hope arose that
venereal disease would be
brought under control. Subse-
quent experience proved such an
accomplishment to be
unrealistic.
Instead, while the incidence of
venereal infections lessened and
cures increased for a brief
period of time after the introduc-
tion of penicillin, the loosening of
sexual mores and the protections
against pregnancies (Pill, in-
trauterine and other devices) en-
couraged a marked increase in
sexual exposures by large pro-
portions of the population. The
By F J I, Blassmgame, M D
frequency of venereal disease
again began to rise at an alarm-
ing rate. Recent months have
shown some leveling off in the
number of cases.
The medical literature has
contained reports of cases resis-
tant to treatment. especially
various cases of gonorrhea - or
non-gonorrhea-like infections of
the urinary tract. Studies of
these persistent cases have
showed that some of them are
due to virus infections, for which
no known therapy is effective.
Such infections may produce
recurrent symptoms for many
months. The herpes II virus may
be found to be the cause in some
cases. It has also been blamed.
for causing fairer in the uterine
cervix. Some researchers have
raised the question of venereal
virus infections being related to
cancer of the "state.
An additional group of organ-
isms with a big name
(chlamydial infections) has come
to he identified as causing per-
sistent venereal symptoms and
to be resistant to customary
therapy. The Chlamydia belong
to a family of germs which cause
a variety of diseases in man and
animals, such as psittacosis in
birds, pneumonia in sheep and
trachoma in man. Fortunately.
once a diagnosis is made, treat-
ment is often effective for
cplamydial infections.
In spite of all of the expansion
of our knowledge. venereal dis-
ease is far from controlled.
Health education and prevention
have much to ofItzr
wants_ inform:a
lion on what foundation gar-
ments to use after a radical
breast operation for cancer.
BLASINGAME
A. I suggest that-yak-1 write to
Miss Joyce Hart, Post-mastec-
tomy Program Coordinator.
American Cancer Society. 219
East 92nd Street, New York.
N.Y. 10017. You should ask her
also for information regarding
the ACS program of rehabilita-
tion for women who have had a
radical operation for breast
removal.
- - -
Q. Miss S. L. wants to know he
location. size, and functions of
the parathyroid glands.
A. The paratitemid glands are
located in pairs, usually two or
more on either side of the net*.
behind the thyroid gland, near
the windpipe. Each-parathyroid
gland is about the size of a small
latielish pea.- The aa. alherratfc
secrete hocmenes. which help
the body in its metabolism of
calcium and phasphorics,. —
Pi
emergency program of grants and loans to
the Pony Express, in order to continue
operations through the next fiscal year.
The Pony Express Corporation, in
bankruptcy for the past four years, has
been unable to reorganize successfully.
Some of the reasons put forward by
company spokesmen for this failure are
varied.
"Repeated requests to the ICC for the
authority to sell various profitable or
marginally profitable routes have been
rebuffed. ICC spokesmen have maintained
that the company has callously
disregarded the interests of communities
which would be abandoned under such
requests and that to fail to provide service
to Empty Butte, N.M., Stag Mountain,
Ariz. and Open Spaces, Ok., or any of the
other communities with less than 50 people
is clearly against the public interest.
Further, the trustees' attempt to early
retire many of the Pony Express horses
over 15 years of age in an effort to increase
efficiency has been blocked by the
Department of Transportation due to
pressures from the Stablemen's Union.
"Consequently two of the most
significant factors in the rising costs which
led to the original bankruptcy continue
unabated. The first is the OSHA ruling that
all Pony Express riders had to wear
protective armor. Unfortunately this cut
the speed of most riders and the longevity
of the horses. Providing way stations
every half mile reportedly cut operating
profits by 142 per cent. The second factor,
the directive from the Consumer Product
Safety Commission banning the sale of
handguns as unsafe commodities, led to a
marked increase in turnover of riders in
more hazardous areas.
"Critics apposed to federal expenditures
in this area point to telegraph companies,
which they say, could have provided an
effective alternative. These companies
have so far been banned from engaging in
such competition with the Pony Express
by the Federal Trade Commission on the
grounds that it would be unfair com-
petition.
"Another potential competitor, air mail
service, while technically feasible ac-
cording to the experts, has been severely
curtailed by the recent FCC regulation
which outlaws ownership of an air mail
service by the same interests which
operate a newspaper in the same. state
since this would represent an unwarranted
concentration of power over com-
munications.
"At the same time Congress is gearing
up for a series of major investigations into
the regulatory agencies. Contending that
effective oversight has been long overdue,
the Chairman of the House Commerce
Committee pledged to expose the hand in
glove attitude of the regulators toward the
regulated. If the progress we have
achieved is to be protected and the public
interest maintained, this clearly has to be
stopped."
This marvelous humor makes a point too
many people refuse to recognize when
approached directly. Surely the country
needs a great deal more of the indirect
approach which utilizes humor. Perhaps
America needs a national laugh-in
program featuring the ridiculous
statements and actions of the advocates of
Anore_Wg government and deficit spen-
ding. There's ample comic 'routine




HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions—fast. Write HEARTL1NE, 8519
North Main St., Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
HEARTLINE BULLETIN: Red tape
system problem with social security,
railroad, V.A., civil service, be sure to
include:
Your name, address, phone number,
social security or service number and
address of local office. Send to Heartline,
Department 70. Be sure to put Department
Isn't It The Truth
- by Carl Riblet Jr.
Academic training in 1975 may
be said to be sometimes
responsible for destroying what
common sense the student was
born with; which is to say that
what the country needs is an
educational system that once
again teaches people how to
develop the ability to think with
what sits on their shoulders in-
stead of what they sit with.
Bible Thought
This spake he, signifying by
what death he should glorify God.
And when he had spoken this, he
saith unto him, Follow me. John
21:19.
Jesus here has told Peter that
he also would die in his old age by
crucifixion, yet Peter followed on.




A Chinese diplomat to the United
Nations was seeing his first football game.
He watched as the teams continually went
into a huddle. "It's not a bad sport," he
conceded, but even on the commune we
don't have all those committee meetings."
Golf is a long walk filled with disap-
pointments.
Oregon had recently acquired the land
for Cape Kiwanda State Park, and parks
designer Larry Jacobson was waxing
eloquent. "It is an area with one of the
most varied uses on the coast," he said.
"We've got dory fishermen, we've got
hikers, we've got surfers, picnickers and
hang-gliders." He paused reflectively,
then added, "What we've actually got is a
mess." (Sports Illustrated)
Mike Andrews of the Chicago White Sox,
on the aging Detroit Tigers: "They are a
collection of designated pinch hitters."
70 on outside of envelope.
HEARTLINE: My sister wrote me and
said that her local newspaper stopped
running Heartline, how come? L.T.
ANSWER: Some newspapers still
consider Heartline a newspaper column.
They have no idea of the work we perform
or services we provide. Tell your sister she
can always subscribe to your paper.
HEARTLINE: Can you draw both civil
service and social security retirement in
all 50 states, if eligible for both? E.C.
ANSWER: Except with regards to
military service creditable under both
programs, the civil service retirement law
does not prohibit receipt of civil service
annuity and social security benefits at the
same time. Generally, if you are entitled to
both, you can collect both, provided the
laws administered by the social security
administration do not prohibit it.
HEARTLINE: Is it true that there is no
federal inheritance tax if the total estate is
valued at less than $60,000.00? X.B.
ANSWER: An estate valued at $60,000.00
or less is exempt from the federal death
tax referred to as estate tax.
HEARTLINE: Who is eligible to become
a pen-pal at Heartline? M.M.
Answer: All Heartline services are
available to anyone age 50 or older in-
cluding our pen-pals.
10 Years Ago
Dennis Taylor, supervisor of summer
activities for the Miirray City Park, spoke
at the meeting of the Murray City Council.
He urged expansion of the park program.
Mrs. Bettie May Valentine, age 92, died
this morning at her home at Lynn Grove.
Fred Russell, vice-president and sports
editor of the Nashville Banner, will be the
guest speaker at the Murray State College
All-Sports banquet.
The Mobile X4lay unit will be at the
Calloway County Health Center on May 18.
Mrs. Macon Blankenship presided at the
meeing of the PTA of the Murray City
Schools held last night.
20 Years Ago
Lloyd Carter, age 60, drowned in the
Cypress Creek section of Kentucky lake
yesterday as his boat capsized. Jewell
Klapp, age 65, died, apparently from a
heart attack, after being pulled into a boat
nearby. Also rescued, unharmed, was Mr.
Carter's brother, Ed Carter. They were all
from Clinton.
Mrs. Helene Hook, age 63. of Berlin.
Germany, mother of Mrs. Knight of
Murray, died May 6.
Dr. Walter Blackburn, ()la Brock,
Margaret Campbell, Dr. Max Carman. Dr.
Price Doyle, Beatrice Frye, Mrs. Cleo
Gillis Hester, Mrs. Lillian Hollowell
Adams, R. A. Johnston, Evelyn Linn. Dr.
CS. Lowry, Leslie Putnam. Carrie Allison
White, Roberta Whitnah, and Dr. A. M.
Wolfson will be honored for 25 or more
years of service to Murray State College
by the Alumni Association.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Song
of Arizona" starring Roy Rogers.
*11
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• Frosty Acres 8 oz. '




Breaded Shrimp io„,. $129
VvIN A FREE TRIP TO... • Sara lee




Contest Ends May 24 at Closing Time
efieween %al be 01111101MIC•11 Moody/ Illey 26.? 400
Contestants to have pictures made
























Ftrst Week TEASPOON VALUE ‘I,tt1. 




P4IRD WEEK SALAO FORK
SI 23
VALUE .... 494
Fourth Week' ICE DRINK SPOON v$A1 t_2ust 49t ..








1,  above •chedule will be repeated 
twice ,n the roTring w•rk.
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By ERIC PREWITT . .
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND ( AP) — The Gold-
en State Warriors, one step
away from the National Basket-
ball Association's championship
series, could easily reach that
goal if Rick Barry is hot again
tonight against the Chicago
Bulls.
"When I'm shooting well, it
worries them and they have to
do other things defensively,"
Barry said as his team faced
the decisive seventh game of
Western Conference finals with
Chicago.
So far, the playoff story has
been: as Barry goes, so go the
Warriors.
The 6-foot-7 forward who av-
eraged 30 points a game over
the regular season scored 36 in
Chicago Sunday as Golden
State battled from behind to
score an impressive 86-72 victo-
ry which evened the series at
33. He scored 37 and 36 points
in the first two victories over
the Bulls.
' In the three Warriors' losses,
Barry has been held to 26, 21
and 20 points, connecting on
just 38 per cent of his shots
from the field.
Chicago has had better scor-
ing balance, with Bob Love,
Chet Walker ano Norm Van
Lier each claiming high-point
honors twice.
-It has been an excellent
series between two outstanding
1 4\teams, and aH we can do
; tonight is give it our best ef-
fort," said Warriors Coach Al
Attles, whose team was the sur-
prising winner of the Pacific
Division title.
The Bulls, who won the Mid-
west Division crown and beat
the Warriors in three of four
regular season meetings, have
never been this far before in
the NBA playoffs.
"It's the biggest game of our
lives," Coach Dick Motta said,
speaking for his veteran team.
The winner of tonight's na-
tionally televised (CBS) game
will advance to the champion-
ship series which will begin
Sunday on the home court of
the Washington Bullets, con-
querors of defending champion




— Third-seeded Janet New-
berry of La Jolla, Calif. moved
into the second round of the
$85,500 British Hardcourt Ten-
nis Championships Tuesday
with a 6-0, 6-4 victory over
Greer Stevenson of South Af-
rica, and in men's action Guil-
lermo Vilas of Argentina
stopped Ivan Molina of Colum-
bia 6-4, 7-5.
FLORENCE, Italy — Paolo
Bertolucci of Italy beat George
Govern of France in 6-3, 6-4 to
win the Florence International
Tennis Tournament.
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WORKING THE BACKHAND - Candy Jackson, o sixth grader at
Murray Middle School and the youngest member of the Murray High
tennis team, returns a backhand shot. She won her singles match
Tuesday afternoon as the Tiger girls improved their record to 6-0 by
defeating Hopkinsville 8-1.
(Stott Pivoto by Mike Brandon)
Tiger Tennis Teams Get
Wins Over Hopkinsville
The Murray High tennis
teams remained undefeated
Tuesday as they won over
Hopkinsville at the MSU Tennis
Complex.
The Tiger boys defeated
Hopkinsville 7-2 while the
Murray High girls cruised to an
easy 8-1 win.
For the boys, Mel Purcell
easily won his match at number
one in the singles by clubbing
Kenny Loftus 8-0. But Kim
Trevathan at number two and
Mark Homra at number three
weren't as fortunate.
Trevathan fell 8-5 to Mike
Kissner while Homra dropped
an 8-4 match to Arthur An-
derson. But after that, the
Tigers won everything else.
At number four, Boyd Walker
won an 8-5 match over Henry
Dade, Kevin Ray won 11-6 over
Jerry Hargrove at five and at
number six, Brad Boone took an
8-3 win over Bill Duncan.
Purcell-Ray won at number
one in the doubles 8-2 over
Anderson-Loftus. At number
two, Trevathan and Homra
easily defeated Dade and
Hargrove 8-3. In the third spot.
Boone and Craig Shinners won
8-3 over Lietchfield and Stone.
The girls swept the singles.
BASEBALL
LOS ANGELES — Shortstop
Bill Russell of the Los Angeles
Dodgers was placed on the 21-
day disabled list because of a
knee injury.
Earner Calhoun Mays: Big Man
With Big Name Signs At Murray \
Jill Austin won an 8-4 match
at number one over LaWanna
Edwards, at number two, Kathy
Outland claimed a shutout win
over Pam Hughes.
In the third spot, Robyn
Burke won 8-1 over Mindy
Kissner while at four, Candy
Jackson won an 8-2 match over
Susannah Riley. Carol Dick won
at five, defeating Sandy Bruce
8-2 while at number six,
Catherine Dick won 8-5 over
Jeannie Fletcher.
The only loss for Murray High
came in the number one doubles
where Burke and Jackson fell 8-
6 to Edwards-Bruce. At number
two, Mary Smock and Susan
Stripling won 11-3 over Hughes
and Krisner while at number
three, the Dick Twins won 8-2
over Riley and Beth Cook.
The boys are now 8-0 for thes
season while the girls are 6-0.
Both teams will be playing at
home Thursday against
Paducah Tilghman. The match








Some seed A little know-how And John Deere
gardening equipment That s all you need to
help make your yard a high-yielding garden
John Deere Rotary Tillers. in 3"2 or 6 hp. are
great for plot-size gardens Both have a re-
verse gear and a squeeze-handle safety
clutch John Deere Lawn and Garden Trac-
tors, in six power sizes from 8 to 19 9 hp, have
the muscle to handle lot-size garden chores
See us today - We have the equipment you
need to help turn your yard into a high-
yieldikg garden
Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main Phone 753-3361
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
People expect a lot out of you
when you have a famous name
That's what the beer com-
mercial says.
The same will probably hold
true for Earner Calhoun Mays,
who will before he is finished at
Murray State University
probably earn "Willie" as a
nickname.
The only thing is that Earner
Calhoun Mays won't be playing
baseball. Instead, he will be on
the basketball team at Murray
State.
Calhoun-Mays became the
fifth announced recruit of the
Racers as he was recently inked
to a cage scholarship by
assistant basketball coach Jim
Calvin.
Mays, a 6-8, 200-pound
boardhorse, played this year on
an outstanding Gary Em-
merson club. The team finished
with a 24-3 record and was
ranked number four in the
state.
For three years, Mays started
at Gary Emmerson. As a
sophomore, he scored at 13
points per game and pulled
down 11 rebounds. As a junior,
his scoring average soared to 19
points and he pulled down 15
rebounds per game.
This past season, Mays'
scoring average dipped to 12.8






slipped from his junior year to
his senior year because we had
a better all-around team," said
Emmerson Coach Earl Smith.
-We had four players in
double figures and that's what it
takes to have a top-ranked
team. He's already proven
himself. He's played against
bonafide competition, the best
high school basketball in the
state of Indiana."
Racer assistant Coach Jim
Calvin feels Mays will blossom
into a fine ballplayer at Murray
State.
"He has went head to head
with Lloyd Terry, a 6-9 center
who just signed with Western
Kentucky. He just gave Terry
banjo lessons," Calvin said.
"We definitely feel like we got
the best center in the entire city
of Gary.
''Offensively, he's better than
Larry Moffett was last year. We
expect him to make a major
contribution this year.-
One of Mays' best abilities is
his great ability that comes with
his size.
"He's what we term as a
bean-pole center that runs like
crazy," Calvin said.
"He's got a great heart and is
a winner inside. Plus he, has a
classic hook shot that should
give the fans some excitement.
He just needs to be a little more
aggressive to become a top-
notch pro prospect
Pacing DH's
NEW YORK (API — Rookie
Jim Rice of Boston and veteran
Willie Horton of Detroit contin-
ue to pace the American
League's designated hitters in
most categories, the league an-
nounced Tuesday.
Horton leads the designated
hitters with 25 hits and 21 runs
batted in and tops the entire
league with seven homers while
Rice's .277 average is the best
among those DHs with 40 or
more at-bats and is second with
16 RBI.
However, Baltimore's desig-
nated hitters are batting a col-
lective .385, 35 points above
runner-up Texas. Al Bumbry is
13-for-32 for a .406 average
while Davis hit .500 last week
—to boost his over-all average h,
Mays .259.
Cinderella Islanders




'The best team won, mom, the
best team won," said Joe Wat-
son, still half-dressed in his uni-
form. In a small room at the
back of the madness that was
the Philadelphia clubhouse, the
Flyers defenseman spoke into a
telephone.
Mrs. Watson was 4,000 miles
away in Smithers, British Co--
lumbia. "Here's Jimmy, okay,
ma?" Watson said, handing the
phone to his younger brother—
also a Flyers defenseman.
"Hi, mammy," the junior
brother said. "What a game,
eh? Did you watch it all?"
If she did, Mrs. Watson would
have been overwhelmed with
the poise the Flyers had shown.
They scored three times before
eight minutes had elapsed, get-
ting started on a goal young
Jimmy set up, and ruined the
miracle of the New York
Islanders with a 4-1 triumph
Thursday night in the seventh
game of the National Hockey
League's semifinal playoff
series.
The triumph vaulted Phila-
delphia into the Stanley Cup fi-
nal series against the Buffalo
Sabres, with the opening game
to be played here Thursday
night.
While the Watsons celebrated
Mother's Day just a little bit
late, interviewers swarmed
around center Rick MacLeish,
who scored three goals in the
Fivers' first must-win victory
of the season. And down the
hall, the subdued Islanders
dressed—thinking about what
might have been if their magic
had continued a little bit long-
er.
"Everything stems from
pride," said Glenn Resch, the
little goaltender who had
sparked the third-year Island-
ers through playoff victories
over the New York Rangers
and Pittsburgh Penguins. "For
sure, everyone 1.vflo wears an
Islanders uniform for the next
number of years will have
pride,"
"We've got nothing to be ash-
amed of," added New York
center Lorne Henning.
"Quite simply, we were beat-
en by a better hockey club,"
said defenseman Denis Potvin.
"We've played our whole .sea-
son on pride. There are a lot of
clubs that would have quit a
long time ago."
But Is nders never quit.
Nine times t y faced the fact
that a loss would eliminate
them from the playoffs. Eight
times, they won.
Almost before they could
start on No. 9, however, they
were down 1-0. Flyers right
wing Gary Dornhoefer beat
Resch with a smashing 35 foot
slap shot after 19 seconds of
play. MacLeish scored his first
at 2:27, then hit again at 7:11-
2:09 after Jude Drouin netted
New York's only goal on the
power play.
Jack in To Return To
Tour At New Orleans
By BOB IGREEN .
AP Golf Writer
NEW ORLEANS ( AP) —
Tony Jacklin makes his return
to the American tour, Lee Tre-
vino tries to recapture a lost
putting touch and Tom Watson
goes for two in a row in this
week's $150,000 New Orleans
Open Golf Tournament.
Trevino set a flock of records
with his 2I-under-par, eightst-
roke triumph in this event last
year but comes into this one
with the putting miseries.
"I've lost it on the greens,-
the perplexed Trevino said last
week before missing the cut for
the final two rounds in the By-
ron Nelson Classic in Dallas.
"It's just gone. My stroke is
awful and my nerves are shot,"
he said.
He's worked on his putting
steadily for the past several
days, however, and hopes to
get it sorted out on the big
greens of the 7,080-yard, par-72
Lakewood Country Club course,
site of the 72-hole test that be-
gins Thursday:
Jacklin, who abandoned the
American tour and resigned his
Tournament Players Division
membership two years ago to
concentrate on play in Europe.
returns to 4@l-time U S com-
-If we can come up with 6-10
or 6-11 guy next recruiting year,
then eventually he would
probably move to a forward
position," Calvin said.
Twice during his career at
Emmerson, Mays scored 44
points in one game and in
another contest, he hit for 45
points. This year, he was named
to first team selections on the
All-Sectional, All-Regional, All-
Semistate, All-Area and All-
Conference Teams.
The latest honor to come to
Mays was his naming as the
starting center for the West
squad in the annual East-West
Indiana All-Star game which
will be played in June.
-We have needed a big man in
our program," head coach Fred
Overton said.
"Mays immediately adds
depth to our front line. If you
will recall every time last year
when we got a front line player
in foul trouble, we had to bring
in another guard because our
first four of five substitutes
were guards.
"Coach Calvin and I believe
he can step right in and play,"
Overton added.
Mays is the fifth player to
sign. Others have been 6-5
Eddie Williams of Mayfield, 5-
11 Paul Smith of Shelby County,
6-6 Vic Jordan of Christian
County, 6-7 leaper John Ran,lall
of Hammond High and Mays.
The final recruit, 6-5 ituard
Tom Leffiti- of I kniont, Ill., will
be annoUnced later this week in
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Get to know us; you'll like us.
petition in this event.
"I'm looking forward to it
very much," said the bright,
breezy Englishman, a former
winner of both the U.S. and
British opens. "1 expect to be
playing full time in America
for the rest of my. competitive
cafteer."
Watson, a two-stroke winner
Monday in the rain-delayed
Nelson Classic in Dallas, was
asked about the possibility of
two in a row.
"Say, that'd really be some-
thing, wouldn't it?" he asked.
as if the idea hadn't occurred
to him previously.
Some other standouts in the
150-man field chasing a $30,000
first prize are veteran Billy
Casper, young stars Eddie
Pearce and Ben Crenshaw and
such always-dangerous com-
petitors as Dave Hill, Bob Mur-
phy, J.C. Snead and Jim Col-
bert.
Sam Snead withdrew due to a
bad back. Jack Nicklaus, Ar-
nold Palmer, Johnny Miller and
Gary Player are not competing.
FOOTBALL
SAN FRANCISCO — Dave
Wilcox, an All-Pro linebacker
for the NFL San Francisco
49ers, announced his retii -meiit
Tuesday
The road from a good idea to its passage in legislative form by the Kentucky
House of Representatives is often rocky, complicated and full of pitfalls. In
fact, a bill's enactment into state law does not itself assure its desired effect as
witness Kentucky's Court of Appeals' very recent decision which ruled un-
constitutional the coal-deed law passed by the 1974 legislature.
Careful drafting of the bill by the Legislator must be undertaken at the out-
set. Enlisting one's name as sponsor or co-sponsor with any number of other
legislators is usually but a formality. After the bill has been drafted and filed it
is assigned to tne committee under whose jurisdiction the subject matter falls.
Committee review can be exacting and any interested legislator must be
prepared to come to the bill's defense with formidable and persuasive
argument; otherwise the bill will likely not survive committee scrutiny, or at
best go to the floor quite unlike its original form and substance.
lithe bill is favorably reported by the subject committee it is given three
separate "readings", after which it is eligible for vote by those legislators in at-
tendnace. While the bill is on the floor of the House it is essential that any in-
terested House member not only be in attendnace but that he or she remain
alert and conduct a constant vigil throughout, the best to thwart any efforts
by the bill's foes to do it harm. Aside from alert and attentive attendance, any
interested legislator must be well versed in adroit parliamentary procedure
and debate in order to assure that the subject bill have a fair chance of
passage.
As one experienced in writing and debate, I feel I have the ability to
carefully draft legislation and successfully defend and answer any questions
concerning it so that the bill will survive any legislative scrutiny and, if enacted
into law, survive any later constitutional attack or challenge.
I solicit your support and vote only because I earnestly feel that 1 can make a
positive contribution to the pcilticial welfare of Calloway County and her
people.
With Kindest Personal Regards,
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COMING OVER - Calloway County southpaw Mark Miller fi
res a pitch across the plate to Murray High's
Bo McDougal who hit the pitch for o single. McDougal had 
three hits in the Tigers 5-4, 11-inning win over
the Laker:. Miller hurled nine fine innings of baseball r or 
Calloway County.
(Staff Pliotos by Mika Drantitta)
HAT TRICK - Joe Graves of Murray High kept having problem
s with his hat Tuesday as it kept foiling
off. However, Graves wasn't too much worried about it bec
ause he was happy over the Tigers' 5-4 District
Tourney win over Calloway County.
Laker Girls Improve Season
Record To 7-1 With Victory
The Calloway County girl's
track team improved its record
to 7-1 for the season Tuesday as
the Lakers raced past host
Ballard Memodal 91-25.
Once again, Felicia Pinner
scored three first place wins for
the Lakers.
In the long jump, Pinner won
with a 16-1 while teammate
Vicky Butterworth was third
with a 14-1. Her other two wins
came in the track events.
Other field events found the
Lakers taking second and third
in three areas of competition.
In the shot put, Sandra
Duncan was second with a 28-11
while Kim Kemp was third with
a 27-9. The discus found Marilyn
McKenzie second with 85-7
while Melessa Thorne was third
with 78-8. The other field event,
the high jump, found Janet
Arnold second with a 4-3 while
Vickie Carraway took third.
Pinner scored her track wins
in the sprint races.
The 220-yard dash found
Pinner winning with a 26.5 while
teammate Diane Olive was
second with a 30.0. In the 440-
yard dash, Pinner won with a
69.8 while McKenzie was third
with 76.1.
The track at Ballard is only a
220-track and because of the
extremely tight curves, all the
times were higher than what
they normally would have been.
In the hurdling events, the
Lakers did very well as in the
60-yard hurdles, Janet Arnold
won with an 10.0 while Karen.
McKinney was third with a 10.3.
In the 110-yard hurdles,
McKinney won with a 17.9 while
Arnold was second with an 18.3.
In other track events, But-
terworth recorded a 12.0 to win
the 100-yard dash while Clara
Cole's 12.1 earned a second
place. In the 880-yard run, it
was a sweep for the Lakers.
Vickie Carraway took first in
3:07.8 while Jamie Morrison
was second with a 3:09.2 and
Terri Morris third with a 3:09.6.
The mile-run found Lisa
Carraway winning in 6:50.1
while Morris was second with a
6:50.5.
All of the Laker relay teams
won.
The 440-relay team composed
of Butterworth, Cole, Diana
Lawrence and Olive won in 59.2.
The 880-relay team composed of
the same persons won with a
2:03.4.
The 880-medley team of Cole,
Lawrence, Renee Toby and
Tammy Miller recorded a 2:13.8
to win while the mile-relay team
of Vickie Carraway, LaQpn
Graham, Lisa Carraway and
Lawrence won with a 5:13.3.
Today, the Lakers close out
their regular season with a
home meet against Crittenden
County and Marshall County.
On Saturday, the Laker girls
will be at the Regional at
Paducah Tilghman.
Tigers Play Marshals Today For District Title
Don Duke's Heroics Key
Tigers' Win Over !Rakers
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
A year ago at this time Don
Duke was sitting in Alaska and




probably wishes the Murray
High junior were still up in the
Northland.
Duke came in to hurl three
fine shutout innings of relief ball
and scored the winning run for
Murray High in the Ilth inning
as the Tigers clipped the Lakers
5-4 Tuesday evening in Holland
Stadium.
With the win, the Tigers
advance to the championship
contest of the Fourth District
Tournament.
It was, to say the least, a
super baseball game.
"It's one of the finest games
I've ever seen a Murray High or
Calloway County baseball team
play," Laker Coach Clayton
Hargrove said. "Both teams
certainly deserved to win but
unfortunately, that can't
happen."
Duke was superb in his relief
role. Junior righthander Joe
Graves hurled the first eight
innings for Murray High and
scattered four hits while giving
up four runs, all of which were
unearned.
Then Duke entered the game
in the ninth inning and took over
where Graves left off. In his
three innings of work, the crkty
pitcher allowed one hit and
fanned five men.
Duke used an assortment of
pitches which included a
sweeping curve ball, a
screwball and even an oc-
casional knuckler.
But it was his bat that made
the big difference in the three
and one-half hour marathon
contest.
Duke opened the bottom half
of the 11th with a triple that
plugged the gap in rightcent-r
Kevin Shahan then drew a walk
' and stole second, putting men
on at second and third.
Lindy Suiter, who had already
belted three hits in the contest,
popped to second for the first
out. Then catcher Bo McDougal
ended the game with a single
that just got past a diving Joe
Futrell at shortstop.
Futrell And Olive Pace Laker
Boys To Win At Ballard Meet
Tommy Futrell captured
three first places and Ronnie
Olive two as the Calloway
County boy's track team took
first place in a triangular meet
Tuesday at Ballard Memorial.
The Lakers rolled up 62 points
while Fulton City was second
with 5544 and Ballard a close
third with 521/2.
It was the first time this year
Futrell has been in three events.
Late last week, he ran a 2:05 in
the 880-yard run while he was
running by himself in practice
and so he decided to run the
half-mile in the next meet.
Usually, Futrell runs the mile
and two-mile.
The track at Ballard
Kirksey Baseball
League To Meet
A meeting of the Kirksey
Baseball Association will be
held at 8 p. m. Friday at Smith's
Grocery in Kirksey.
All officers and board
members are asked to be
present.
Also, all parents interested in
keeping the baseball program
going in Kirksey are asked to
attend the meeting.
Memorial is only 'a 220-track
and thus, it gets pretty dizzy
running in curves all the time.
Plus, it also adds quite a bit to
the times.
Futrell won the 880-yard run
with a 2:20, which considering
the short track, was a fine time.
Teammate Bob Hargrove was
second in the event with a 2:27.
In the nule, Futrell easily won
with a 5:06. The two-mile run
found Futrell recording an 11:49
to win while freshman Randy
McCallon, running for the first
time of the season, recorded an
11:53 and took second in a fine
effort.
Olive got his wins in the sprint
races. In the 100-yard dash, he
won with a fine 10.6 while in the
440, he recorded a 57.0 to take
first. The other sprint race, the
220, found Reggie Ballard
getting a second with a 25.3.
In the hurdling events, Terry
Clark placed fourth in the 120-
hurdles with a 20.7 while nobody
from the Lakers placed in the
180's.
The mile-relay team of Olive,
Ballard, Hargrove and Terry
Adams recorded a 4:02 for first
place while the 880-relay team
of Paul Liles, Hargrove, Keith
Wallace and Ballard took
Wayne T. Rutherford has spent a lifetime working for people. 
He's been
a probation and parole officer and a Judge of Juvenile Court. He's
now Pike County Judge, and President of the Kentucky County Judg
es
Association. Wayne T. Rutherford has always put the people first. He
needs your help to become Lieutenant Governor.. so he can d
o
that for all Kentucky.
DAI
Rutherford
Paid for by Citizens for Rutherford for Lt Gov James b Wallen, 
Treasurer
second with a 1:50.3.
In the field events, Russell
Hopkins got the only win as he
took first in the shot put with a
37-4. Dwayne Martin's 37-1
placed second.
The discus found Hopkins
taking second with a 103-4 while
Clark's 97-3 took a third place
Olive claimed a second in the
long jump with a personal best
of 20-6, just shy of the school
record at Calloway. Fulton
City's Scott Curtis, the top long
jumper in the Region, won the
event with a 21-1.
In the pole vault, Kevin
Scruggs was third with 7-0 while
in the triple jump, Liles, also
out for the first time of the
season, was fourth with a 34-4
The Lakers host Crittenden
County and Fulton City in a
home triangular today. On
Saturday, Calloway will be at
the Regional track meet at
Paducah Tilghman.
No Free Tickets?
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) -- A
resolution calling for an end to
the free distribution of Univer-
sity of Nebraska football tickets
to state senators and others
was introduced in the legisla-
ture Tuesday.
The resolution asks the Ne-
braska Board of Regents to
take all necessary measures to
permanently end free dis-
tribution of football tickets to
anyone except students.
Athlete Of Year
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) - Mar-
vin Webster, Morgan State bas-
ketball player, has been voted
Mid-Eastern Athletic Confer-
ence athlete of the year by
league officials and news
media.
The seven-foot Webster re
ceived 11 of 13 first-place vote,
in tallying 55 points North
Carolina Central hurdler
Charles Foster finished secon,!
with 28 points.
David Thorne came in for the
Lakers in the 10th inning and
took the loss. Starter Mark
Miller hurled the first nine
frames and was touched for
four big runs in the first.
But after that, Miller settled
down and threw blanks at the
Tigers while Graves and Duke
were in the process of hand-
cuffing the Lakers.
Calloway had a shot at going
ahead in the eighth frame when
a big play took place. With one
out, Keith Wilkerson singled
and wound up on third base on
an error by the shortstop.
With Miller at the plate,
Laker Coach Clayton Hargrove
put the bunt sign on, meaning
the most exciting play in
baseball was coming up: the
suicide squeeze.
However, Miller didn't bunt
and Wilkerson was cut down at
the plate.
"I was going through my
signs trying to throw Murray
High off course and I ac-
cidentally brushed the bunt sign
off," Hargrove said.
"I specifically told Wilkerson
to with the pitch. I wasn't even
aware that I had taken the sign
off. That's just one of those
things that happens in
baseball."
Tigers Strike
Murray High drew the first
blood in the contest with the
four runs in the. first inning.
Suiter singled, McDougal
singled and after two outs,
Hudspeth singled to put Murray
ahead 1-0.
Big Craig Suiter then laced a \-\
fastball over the fence in left- \
field for a three-run shot and the HOUSTON (API - Rice Urn-
Tigers led 4-0. versity Football Coach Al Con-
Calloway came back with
three runs of their own in the
second frame. Wilkerson
started the rally with an infield
single and later scored on an
error by the second baseman.
Jewell Wilkins, who reached
on an error, scored when Mike
Schroeder reached on an error
and then the final run crossed
on a single by Tommy Chavis.
In the third frame, the Lakers
tied the game at 4-4. Miller led




A Summer Basketball League
will be held this summer at the
Murray City Park.
There will be a maximum of
12 teams with a limited roster of
eight players on each team.
An entry fee of $45 must be
piad by May 30. The first 12
teams to contact the Park Of-
fice will be accepted into the
league.
League play will begin either
the first or second week of June.
The roster must be turned in by
the first game and there can not
be any additions made on the-
roster.
Among the highlights of the
summer league are: an All-Star
game, a league tournament,
individual honors for the season
and a free pizza for the high
scorer each night.
Also this summer at the park,
a Summer Basketball Clinic
will be held beginning on June 9.
Registration begins June 2.
Ages for the instructional
program are nine through 12. A
fee of five dollars per child will
be required.
Two New Coaches
over has announced the addi-
tion of two new assistants.
They are Charlie Frazier, a
former Houston Oiler, who will
coach the receivers, and Keith
Daniels, a former graduate as-
sistant, who will coach the of-
tensile ends.
took third on a wild pitch and
scored on a sacrifice fly by
Wilkins.
Murray High almost ended
the game in regulation play. In
the sixth inning, Duke singled
and Graves reached on an error
by the first baseman, leaving
men on at second and third and
just one out. Lindy Suiter
smashed a drive back at Miller
who turned and whirled to
second for the forceout that
ended the Tiger threat.
The unsuccessfull suicide
squeeze was attempted in the
eighth inning by Calloway
County and there was no more
excitement until Duke smacked
his triple in the 11th.
"It's nice to see that Murray
High and Calloway can play a
game like this. There were no
incidents and everybody was
fine sports.
"My kids played the best they
could play and I couldn't ask
any more of them. When you
play your best and lose, then
you can be proud."
Lindy Suiter, McDougal,
Hudspeth and Duke all had
three hits apiece to pace the 15-
hit Murray High attack. For
Calloway County, which had
five hits, Wilkerson led the way
with a pair of safeties.
"We came up with the big
plays when we had to," Murray
High Coach Charles Archer
said.
"We got great pitching from
Graves and Duke and although
we had some errors, we played
very well in the field after the
one bad inning."
The Lakers close out their
season with a 3-8 mark while
Murray High will carry a 7-8
slate into their 4:30 p. m. con-
test against Marshall County
today.
The winner of the District will
play in the Regional Tourney,
which has been moved to Fort
Campbell this year and will not
be played at Reagan Field as it
has been for the past years.
Wien
ab r ii
Cl4evss-21) 5 0 1
Thorne-1f. p' 4 0 ti
Futrell-as 5 0 1
Dowdy-ef ............ 4 0 0
Wilkerson-c 4 1 2
Miller-p  3 1 I
Wilkins-et 4 1 0
Geib-lb 3 0 0
Schroaderab 5 1 0




L Sutter-20  6 1 3
McDougal,:  6 1 3
Bayless-II  5 0 0
2 0 0
Thurrnond-rT 3 0 0
Hudspeth-cf  5 1 3
C Suiter-lb 4 1 1
M Waltams-3b 5 0 2
Duke-ss, p 5 1 3
Graces-p 3 0 0
Illahan-ss 1 0 0
Totals 45 5 15
Calloway 030 100 000 00 4-4-1





What Is Financial Planning?
Are you giving as much time and thought to the planning of
your financial future as you do to your annual vacation? Or
are you allowing a life insurance salesman to dictate your
(his ) financial plan to you?
Why not consult with a Professional Financial Planner and
discuss YOUR financial goals.









Plus 31 83 F F T per tire and old tires
Save 522 to sill Per Set
CUSHION BELT POLYGLAS
For three days only, were breaking our price
on this popular bias-belted Polyglas tire
Double fiberglass cord belts help tame wear-
producing squirm. help keep tread grooves
open for good wet traction The double poly-
ester cord body plies are strong and resilient,
to help shrug off bruising road hazards A real
performer, this Poiyglas tire puts extra em-
phasis on value - especially during this sale






B18-13 4 for S 99
E78-14 4 for $119
F18-14 4 for $119
G7814 4 for $119
G78-15 4 for $119
Pius Si 83 to $269 F E T per tire
depending on sire, and old fires
Whitewalls
Sale PTiClit I Sit. Sate Price
H78-14 4 for $144 J7815 4 for $155
H78-15 4 for 1144 , L78-15 4 for $155
Plus $2.114 to 53 21 F E T per t.re, dependIng on size, and old trres
Sale Ends Saturday
GOODkTVEAR
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price.
7 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master
Charge • BankAmericard • American Express Monty
Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club
Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores.
Lube and Oil Change4$ 88 Jp to 5011. of major
brand multi-grad• oil
• Complete chassis
lubrication St oil change
• Helps ensure longer
wearing parts & smooth.
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks
Engine
Tune-Up
• With electronic equipment r
professionals fine-tune your en-
gine. installing new points, plugs
& condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maxi-
mum gas mileage • Includes Dat-
sun, Toyota. VW & light trucks
$349,Add $4 for '$2 foq ar coed
Brake
Overhaul
Install new linings, seals. springs
fluid g precision-grind drum,
• Includes total brake system
analysis to ensure safe, depend
able service • Nes whnr1 cylm
ders $10 each, if required. Free






South 12th &Glendale Phone 753-0595
Reg. Store Hours: Mon. 8, Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 7:30 to 5:30
‘si
•••
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To limit Quantities
BAC
Field 1 Lb.










MARGARINE  1 lb. 69°
Folgers Instant












SAVE YOU A BUNDLE
Store Hours:













s COFFEE E 89














  24 oz. 794
 14 oz. 394
 51b. $1 39
Bath Size 3/894
Asstd 280 Ct. 594
  18 oz.
LETTUCE.




















Lays Twin Pack Potato
with coupon 59"
lb 55'













coupon, one customer per family Coupon Expires 6-)
11M1 MIN MN ---
.1111111.11111mg 111111111111111111 MUM OM MIN 1111
IIIIII Eli IMO INN MIN-1111111 INN 11111




JUICE  12 oz. Can 37
Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut French
FRIES 1 1/2 lb. Bag 49'
Frosty Seas Fish
STICKS 8 oz• box 49
Hagys




















With this coupon, one customer per family Coupon Expires SI
28-75
MI UM MIN MB MAO nu NM WW1 iIIIR Ate IA
2
doz in bag 494
25:










































































































































With this coupon, one customer per family Coupon Expires
75









The initial symptoms of
spotted fever are headaches,
chills, body pains, and high
fever. On the third or fourth
day, a definitive rash appears
and eventually spreads over the
whole body. Without treatment,
spotted fever is fatal about 20
percent of the time, but since
the availability of antibiotic
treatment, the overall fatality
rate has declined to about 5
percent.
"If spotted fever is detected
soon enough, it can usually be
treated very successfully with
antibiotics," Dr. Cooney says.
"It's much more difficult if
treatment is delayed, so early
diagnosis is very important."
Dr. Cooney credits the rise in
spotted fever cases in part to
the fact that outdoor recreation
opportunities are attracting
growing numbers of people to
the woods and fields where ticks
abound, while migration to the
suburbs has resulted in more
people living in proximity to
tick habitat.
In addition, the mild winters
and above-normal rainfall of
the past few years have been
conducive to tick reproduction
and activity. Moreover, since
ticks depend primarily on wild
animals as hosts, modern game
management practices that
have boosted wildlife
populations have also been a
boon to ticks.
Dr. Cooney urges individuals
going into tick habitat to inspect
themselves thoroughly when
they come out. "By carefully
checking your clothing and
skin, you can often get ticks off
before they attach. If a tick does
attach, it should be removed as
quickly as possible.
"The best way to remove an
attached tick is with tweezers.
First douse the tick and skin
around it with an antiseptic,
then grasp the tick with
tweezers as close as possible to
the point of attachment and
remove it with a slow steady
pull. Do not jerk the tick, for
often the head will come off and
remain embedded in the skin,
which could lead to a secondary
infection."
Dr. Cooney cautioned that
ticks should never be removed
with the fingers as infectious
material could be introduced
into the body through the wound
made by the tick. By the same
token, people with pets should
not remove ticks from the
animals with the fingers as it is
possible to contract spotted
fever simply from handling a
tick infected with the disease.
TVA's concern for the health
threat posed by ticks comes as
part of its vector control
program, which was begun in
the 1930's principally to control
the malaria mosquito as TVA
built new dams and reservoirs.
I • • • 
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Some items not exactl as iottired
Fishing Season Is Here! We have the largest tackle display in the a
rea.







also available in Blue
Denim at $19.95
ONE MCI SASS ROOS
.iPPIFIrlD)rs- STICKS
Regular $27.95
5 IN 1 CONVERSION GEARS
Convert your reel to a fast 5 to 1
retrieve tOr test buzzing of top
water lures or to cfpw•gt Mare Q'
your wested reeling 10 tab* to Is
ing time Precision goats fits reels
on below list to OVID you that speed















GIP 14 to sell
Limit 12
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Disease-Spreading Ticks More Than Nuisatice
The recent upsurge of
Ft ported cases of Rocky
Moun Cain spotted fever in the
United States is causing health
lets, to look with growingat the lowly tick-the
principal vector, or tran-
smitting agent, of the disease to
man.
Once just a nuisance to out-
doorsmen, the tick is becoming
a health threat in the Tennessee
Valley region.
"It's apparent that ticks are
becoming more of a problem,"
says Dr. Joseph C. Cooney, an
entomologist with TVA's Water
Quality and Ecology Branch in
Muscle Shoals, Alabama.
"From 1954 through 1968, the
number of cases of spotted
fever in the United States was
less than 300 a year. But since
1969, spotted fever has in-
creased to the point where 774
cases were reported nationally
last year."
Virginia's 135 cases of spotted
fever last year topped all other






Baby Girl Howell (mother
Jinice F.), Rt. 1, Gilbertsville,
Baby Girl Anderson (mother
Patricia), Rt. 8, Box 393,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sondra G. Cossey, Rt. 4,
Cadiz. Mrs_Janice F. Reed,
1, Sedalia; Mrs. Melinda J.
Stone, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Tryphrna E. Crass, 530 S. 6th.,
Murray, Miss Brenda L. Pratt,
Gen. Del., Hazel, Thomas R.
Sanford, 205 E. Maple, Murray,
Mrs. Carol L. Burkeen, 1908 A
Greenbriar Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Debra K. Sins, Rt. 5, Benton,
Mrs. Modena I. Latimer, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Rosa M.
Hale, P. 0. Box 34, Hardin, Joe
M. Dowdy, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Stanley R. From, 1602
Olive St., Murray, Mrs. Evelyn
Rolfe, Rt. 5, Box 403, Murray,
Mrs. Irene V. Stier, Rt. 4, Box
272, Paris, Tenn., James D.
Erwin, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Mintie
Barrow, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Nettie M. Clark, Box 27, Hazel,







Miss Lisa C. Hudson, Rt. 1,
Big Sandy, Term., Mrs. Judy S.
Feezor, 189C. Rt. 2, Dover,
Term., John A. Thompson, Rt. 4,
Box 850, Murray, Venice
Shelton, Rt. 2, Box 2252,
Murray, Mrs. Mary F.
Donovan, 1506 Henry, Murray,
Mrs. Karen G. Hargrove, Rt. 2,
Box 160, Murray, Miss
Stephanie L. 'flamer, Rt. 1, Box
4, Kirksey, William V. Allen, 113
S. 13th., Murray, Henry J.
Snow, 1017 Mineral Wells,
Paris, Tenn., Gerald H.
Fticherson, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Rebecca A. Brandon, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Willie D. Parker, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Geraldine
Mathis, 1705 Keenland, Murray,
Mrs. Emma Fair, 217 Irvan St.,
Murray, Ralph W. Ray, 1502
London Dr., Murray, William T.
McKeel, 1500 Dudley, Murray,
Erie D. Cunningham, 613 Ellis
St., Murray, Mrs. Leta Sins, 505
N. 6th., Murray, Baby Boy





Baby Boy Ivey ( mother
Deborah), Rt. 1, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Paul D. Bailey, Rt. 8, Box 24,
Murray, Herbert Chitwood,
P.O. Box 672, Murray, Mrs.
Shelia Collins and Baby Boy,
Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Debbie
Scott, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Mildred P. Geurin, 508 S. 8th.
Ext., Murray, Robert G.
Wallace, Rt. 3, Dover, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary S. Barnhill, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Gaynell
0. Williams, Rt. 4, Murray,
Master Rickey L. Smith, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Jerline Coleman.
New Concord, Mrs. Carol Smith
and Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Benton.
Mrs. Judy I.. Coppedge and
Baby Boy, 104 Pennsylvania
Ave., Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Dallas
Dick, Hazel, Mrs. Ruby P.
Denning, ' Rt. 5,, Murray,
Clarence D. Visnon, 02 Elm St.,
Murray, Mrs. Mattie \ D. Taylor
(expired), Rt. 5, Benton, Royal
-Parker (e1W1-Ett -17
Dexter.
Some historians claim saus-
age was made and eaten by the
Babylonians some 1,500 years
before Christ, in China.
Extra long
Pull Cord














Many color & Patterns
to choose from
Sizes 7-14
3 Button Front, Slightly Irregular Asstd Colors
Boy's
Baseball Shoes







Professional Styling Dryer -By GWet-
te 1000 watts of power, 3 heat levels and
2 air speeds for fast drying and styling.





Adjust to suit your
skin and beard
.5 Web




















Qts. with lid!__Also Plastic
Freezer
case Boxes & Bags











Sizes 5-12 Little Girls
Sandals
$924









Gets rid of excess sad and untracks as
bubbles. (Twice of Regular or Lemon






Slim-line Easy to handle contour shape.
exculsive super sharp replaceable
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THERE WILL BE a
meeting of all people
concerned with the
upkeep of the Parker
Cemetery on Saturday
May 17 at 10:00 a. m., at
the cemetery. Located











vertising 753-19 / 9.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circula-










Printed While You Wait
Wallace's
Book Store
151St , OCrOSS frost
MSU Library
HELP IS in reach. Dial








regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds -
must be submitted by 4
















































5. Lost And Found
LOST 22-caliber Crack shot
rifle, at Alm°, Kentucky
on Highway 464. Reward.
Call 753-3031.
LOST, MALE beagle
Wiswell Road are iden-
tified by stitches on left
shoulder. Must find for
treatment for heart
worms. Call 753-1335 after
4:30 p. m.
ESCAPED in area of Ryan
Ave. One black & white




jitter bug and other type
dancing. Prefer 16 years
or older and female. 436-
2569 after 5 p. m. or 436-
2266 any time.
NURSES AID applications
being taken. Apply in
person' at Westview







436-2569 or 436-2266 after 5
p. m.





house to house canvass
for new Murray City
Directory. We pay weekly
commissions on your
production. Must be able
to devote at least 5 hours
per day. If selected,
actual .starting date will
be May 26th. Write,
stating age, address and




WORKER TO clean rental
property. ( inside






summer months. TwO„.„ _ WANTED:....._ _Carpenter..
chirdia,-"Tune and four. Good finished carpenter.
Call 753-4716. Call 753-9807.
BABY SITTING, call
between 8-9:30. 753-0264 or
753-7450.
ALL AROUND Body and
Fender Man, painter and
estimator Chicago
suburb. Salary to fit ex-
perience. Mr. Jones 312-
446-1203.
NEED BABY SITTER in
my home. Call 753-2813,
ASSISTANT MANAGER.-














We will be closed
on Saturday af-
ternoons.
Our new hours are:
8 to 5 - Mon.
thru. Fri.




JACK AND Jill - openings






















Call for appointment. 753-
3582.
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to take this
opportunity to express
our sincere appreciation
to all who showed
thoughtfulness and
concern during the illness
and passing of our
brother, Herman Treas.
The Family
WE, THE FAMILY of
Zelna Farris, wish to
thank our good neighbors
and friends all over
Calloway County for your
prayers and words of





5. Lost And Found
LOST MOTOR COVER for
20 h. p. Johnson Outboard
motor, near New Concord
Monday May 12. Call 436-





WOULD YOU belive op-


















job. Reliable 17 year old
















'THAN ANY OTHER U.S. POSTAGE
STAMP MACHINE ON THE MARKET.
(SCRIBE AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC
POSTAGE STAMP MACHINES ARE
USED BY THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
COAST TO COAST).
BE AN OWNER OPERATOR SERVICE
A ROUTE PART-TIME (S 10 12 HOURS






SUPER MARBETS I OTHER R
ETAIL
OUTLETS.
START RIGHT AWAY AND SUPPLE-
MENT YOUR INCOME. COST INVEST-
MENT OF 43,175.N TO 117,1511 BO IS
REQUIRED FOR Minim (AVAIL-
ABLE IMMEDIATELY).
FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW IN
YOUR CITY. WRITE AND INCLUDE
40401 IIMMOIS NUYS E TO
CERTIFIED SYSTIPAS, INC.
SIRS WASHINGTON AVE. SO.
EOINA, MN 55435
612- 941 - 7334
10. Business Opportunity






envelope and 25 cents to:




to $2,000. Health, no










The sooner you call,










silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
WILL BUY timber-Call










15. Articles For Sale
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon







FROM WALL to wall, no
soil at all, on carpet
cleaned with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer.
Big K, Belair Shopping
Center.
16 Home FurnisInngs
FORMICA TOP table and




First $100. Call 436-5392.
ATTE43466--A-N-D- 11()
spring Serta Posture. In
good condition. Also Irish
Setter, registered, 2 years
old, male. Call 489-2127







with ceramic top, also
12000 BTU air con-





dresser with book case at
top, twin beds and
frames; one odd dresser
with mirror; one vanity;
Early American couch in
avacado green with one
table; two modern end
tables and coffee table;
two modern chiars, one
brown, one orange;
several lamps. Janice
Compton, one mile south











oat dishes, walnut bed
489-2181.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see




SINGER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut con-
sole-in like new con-
dition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z




8 H. P. WHEEL Horse




Jubalee, good condition, 6
foot pickup disc, two 14"
plows and bush hog. All
for $2000.00. Call 753-8133.
ONE 7 FOOT John Deere
disc, drag type with
trailer, 60 Allis Chalmers







II, Bass boat, 115 HP
Mercury, 312 HP




1968 18 FOOT fiberglass




from 9 a. m.-3 p. m.













A.  v 0
J 311 Music







service. Re ,built pianos









100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,







shampooers for rent at
Marimik Industrial
Supply, 753-7753.




Wards has 48" 1112 ga.
fence outfits on sale at the
lowest price of the
summer. Call 753-1966




BRACE YOURSELF for a
thrill the first time you
use Blue Lustre to clean
rugs. Rent electric
shampooer. $1. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
CANON 518 Super 8 movie
camera with auto zoom
and Elmo regular 8 or
Super 8 movie projector,
auto thread with zoom
lens. Call 435-4150.
WATER HEATER Sale, 5
year outright warranty.
All heater elements are
4500 watt round models.
30 gallon single element
$66.88. Double Element
models 30 gallon $69.88. 40
gal. $79.88, 52 gallon
$89.88. 82 gallon, $129.88.
Table top double element




TILLER 3 H. P. B&S





FIREWOOD $10 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
27. Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE or rent. 60 x 12
trailer on nice waterfront
lot in Blood River area.
Call 436-2427.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan MObile
Homes (highway 941.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT OR SALE -
Two bedroom, all elec-
tric, located on shady lot,
212 miles west of Murray
753-7955.
TRAILERS FOR RENT-
call 753-1551 or 753-2930,
Dill's Trailer Court..
TWO BEDROOM 10 x 42.






ming pool. Families only.
31. Want To Rent
COUPLE LOOKING for
house for rent in country,
not more than 10 miles
out. Call 753-6316.
YOUNG COUPLE looking
for seculuded home in
country, not nfore than 15
miles from Murray. 753-
4917.
32. Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished, all electric heat
and air-conditioned, very
nice, and close to MSU.
Call 753-4478.
Summer Apartment for
rent, one bedroom, air
conditioned, utilities all
paid by owner, $100.00 per
month. Call 753-2699.
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, _ and
water furnished. On

















central heat and air.
Built-in kitchen. Located







Stalls, 753-3474 day, 753-
3519 at night.
FURNISHED APART-






or teachers only. 753-2898
FOR RENT
Nice furnished apart-
ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
semesters. Also ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.





South 16th St. 753-6609.








bedroom. 2 bath house.
Convenient location. Ideal




House for 4 coRege girls or boys
ea Olive at 16th, near waiver
sita. air conditioned
Phone 753-5108 after 6
p. m. and on Sunday
36. For Rent Or Lease
1OR-REN4=--PrIvate lot
on Roberts Estate. 100 x
200 ft. $30 per month.
Hook-up for trailer. Call



















































































































Approzunately 12,000 sq. ft of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Phone 744342.
TWO RACKING Show.
Horses, with saddles and
bridles. Both trophy
winners. Names: Little
Man and Ebony. Set of
childrens encyclopedia




registered, male. Call 753-
0440.
ONE IRISH Setter, male








Grapefruit 10 cents each
or $5.00 bushel. Call 436-
2516.
GARAGE SALE May 17, 9
a. m. to 3 p. m. at 1703
Parklane Drive. Toys,
clothes, bassinet, buffet
service, plus odds and
ends.
TWO PARTY Garage Sale,
Friday and Saturday,
May 16th and 17th, 8 a. m.
to 5 p. m. clothes, dishes,
utensils, yard tools. Items
of all kinds. At 1709 Pogue
Ave.
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday, May 16 and 17,
9 a. m.-,5 p. m. 422 South





odds and ends, some
never used. Good clothes.
Saturday at eight a. m.,
Janice Compton, one mile
south of Kirksey on High-
way 299.
SPRING SPECIALS-






sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
le you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on
acre lot. One car garage.
Two miles from Murray.




*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
Soybean Growers







Every Friday night, 641 Minion Meow Peri Tennessee.
Dining room suite, antique chairs walnut hutch,
potbelly stove, piano stool, old clock, fainting couch,
antique rockers, nice bedroom suite with springs
and mattress, glass and dishes, lots more.
'2300.
Call 753-6740
For the Young Executive
1512 Oxford Drive
Canterbury Estates
5 bedrooms, family room, living 
room, formal
dining, kitchen, with disposal, di
shwasher, oodles
cabinets, inner comb., patio with gas g
rin, drapes, 2







located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five.,
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you NI call 753-3263
or see Rbn Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
bat *inside the city - Three
large bedrooms iseeetifelly
decorated; twe hirths with
dressing areas, tea* room
with fireplace; kItchea with 47
feet lineal cabinet spore; edify
with sewing area; mitreb heat
sad*, deck, ileishie gunge, lot
11$ a 311. WO croakier trade
ler Pellon1-
perben-base - landed
saw Illarriry - Throe
heãoesas, deed& closets hi
mentor bedroom • fireplace ie
brickyard • 11-fireped kitchen,
lame irtility, isninearhae
fetter ead exterior, eats*
brick stomps heildinp, doable
11wW14.
351/2 acres apprexisnately 20
tillable, wow pleated is cent,
orator year need, 3 Wee*.







iSouth two thirds lot No.




or 356-4469 or write P 0.
Box 19061, Indianpolis,
Indiana 46219.
110 down and 115 per month
will buy a large wooded
lot at Keniana Shores.
leake access, central
water, all weather
streets. Phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
BRICK HOUSE, 8L2 acres,
horse stables, frontage on
two highways. Call 753-
6486 after 4:30 p. m.
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
7494, or 753-7263.
THREE BEDROOM brick
home, two baths, shag
carpet, central heat and
air, garage, fenced in
back yard, lots of storage
space. 701 Earl Court.
Call 753-3726.
BY OWNER, in Can-
terbury, three bedrooms,
two baths, central heat




three bedrooms, 1'2 baths
over 1500 square feet.
Close to MSU and grade
school. Shown by owner
for two weeks only. Call
753-9545.
BY OWNER: Lakefront
lot, year round home
Central heat and air, lots
of cabinets and closets,
21/2 baths, basement with
living facilities. Call 436-
5332.
BY OWNER 2 new three
bedroom houses. I A rge
lots, good location, and
qualify for tax credit.
Also a three bedroom
smaller house Priced to
For further in-
formation call 753-3930.
NICE TWO bedroom house.
at 1416 Vine, ideal for





room and den, gas heat,
air conditioned, stove and
refrigerator, washer and
dryer. Must be seen to be
appreciated. 317 Irvan
Street, Call 753-7381 or
753-8175.
BY OWNER-three
bedroom brick - one year
old. Living room, family
room, kitchen-den, 1
baths, fully carpeted,
central heat and air,
double car garage. One
block from Murray High
School. 753-2659 or 753-
8012.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
all carpeted, lots of
storage. 1617 Kirkwood,
$27,900. 753-8432.












What: 3 bedroom brick
home. Where. 1400 Vine






bath, one year old. 1003
Johnny Robertson Road.
753-1926 after 6 p.m.
PRICED FOR quick sale-




lot. New roof. Nice neigh-
borhood. $11,850. 753-5281
5-8 p.m.
1973 SL 175 HONDA, new
battery and knobby tire.
$395. Helmet $8.00. Call
753-9635
1974 HONDA 750 Chopper.
Extra sharp' 753-5485
before 5 p. m., 753-0530
after 5 p. m.
1973 HONDA CB 450
custom painted and ex-
tended, 2300 miles. $1150.
753-0159.




Plymouth, 3 speed for 318
motor, Best Offer. Call
753-1442 ask for Ricky.
1972 VEGA, factory air, GT
equiped, new engine,
below wholesale. 753-8616








1974 DODGE club cab 200
truck. 1973 Kamaski 100
motorcycle after 3:00 p.
m. 492-8204.




 072 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes
SCHOOL BUS camper-,- and air conditioning,
good condition, 61 Ford 39,0 0 miles, $2500,00 eau 
Chassis. Call 753-5666. 436-2584
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service.




gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-













condition. $100. Call 753-
0412.
1964 DODGE Polara. Good
condition, new tires,
$350.00. Call 753-0581.









vinyl top, custom interior,
new tires, 14 to 16 m. p. g.
Sharp! 345-2745 evenings.
64 FORD 2 dr., Air-
conditioned, power




two door, 6 cylinder. Call
753-7271
1971 COMET, two door, V
8, standard transmission,
extra sharp or will trade
for good pickup truck.
Call 489-2169.
1 9 6 4 PLYMOUTH
Belvedere. mechanically
good, best offer. Call 753-
1442 ask for Ricky.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN, blue,
air-conditioned, wire hub
caps, new tires. 29,000
actual miles. Local, one
owner. A-1 conditioned,
1,475.00. Call 435-4294 or
436-5366.
1969 MERCURY 4 door.
Power steering and
brakes, air conditioning.
Uses regular gas. Best
offer. Call 753-1515,




1972• GRAND 'PRIX, ex-
cellent condition. Must
--seil-!-Eiottit ever/mat-CO-
753_2864 after 5 p. m.
1915 DODGE CORONET,
good mechanical con-




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, v2 mile east













efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or







toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines







free estimate, call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
HINMAN'S RENTALS:'
Roto tillers, hedge shears,
carpet and tile tools, wet
and dry vac, scrubbing
and polisher, chain, jig,
sawzall, and cutoff saws.
Furniture dollies, jacks,
auto, sewer tools, and etc.




Repair Service. No jobs
too small. 436-5642
.anytime riirrirtp rta 
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-




ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.
WIII ILO mow lawns. 753-
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p.m.
D.C.'S ROOFING-new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 437-
1155.
WILL INSTALL and repair
TV antenna and towers,





reasonable rates. Call 753-
1387.




KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. h.
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Ask about the dry
cleaning process too.












open. Call Friday bet-

















repair service. Call 753-
5674.
NEW OR OLD, remodel









installed and old one's
recap and repair. Also
















1974 Cadallic DeVille, 12,000 miles.
1973 Ford Pickup, Ranger X1-1, long wheel base 9,500
miles Sold on Bank lot, Dees Bank Matti Kenattky, at 5:00
p.m. May 15, 1975








New & Old Roofs




Washable • Dries in 60
min • Clean tools with
water • Decorator colors
Super washable • For
trim kitchens bathrooms
• Clean tools with water,
• Matching colors
A & R Home
improvement Center
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Dukedom Bank Robbery Suspect
Identified As Trial Opens Tuesday
JACKSON, Tenn., — A 22-
year-old South Fulton man,
William Minor, Tuesday was
identified by a bank teller as the
gunman in a Feb. 28 holdup at
the Dukedom Bank in the
Northwest Tennessee com-
munity of Dukedom.
Minor, one of three men on
trial in U.S. District Court here
or charges stemming from the
robbery, was identified by Mrs.
Diane Wells, who said he held a
pistol on bank employes while
another man took $6,338.38 from
drawers behind the tellers'
cages.
Mrs. Wells said she could not
identify the second man who
accompanied Minor in the bank,
but she said it was not A. D.
Gilbert, 20, of Hickman, Ky.,
who also is on trial in connection
with the incident.
A third man, 23-year-old
Steve Ware of Hickman, also is
being tried on charges con-
tained in a federal indictment
returned here last month
against the men.
The teller was one of several
witnesses testifying for the
prosecution in the trial, which is
expected to last through
Thursday.
Asst. U.S. Atty. Mike Lip-.
scomb told the jury as the trial
opened Tuesday afternoon a
fourth person charged in the
robbery, 19-year-old Patricia
Green of Chicago, would be
called as a witness to "tell you
exactly how the robbery hap-
pened."
Miss Green already has
pleaded guilty to charges in
connection with the incident,
but she has not yet been sen-
tenced.
Minor and Ware were ac-
cused in the indictment as being
the men who entered the bank
during the robbery. Gilbert and
Miss Green were accused of
helping them escape.
Miss Wells and two other
bank employees, asst. cashier
Mrs. Jackie Wray and cashier
Gladys Singleton, said two
black men entered the bank and
asked for an envelope and a
stamp.
When another customer left
the bank, one of the men pulled
a pistol and threatened to "blow
your damn head off" if the bank
employes moved, the witnesses
said.
Gov. Carroll Favors Return Of
Taxes To Coal Producing Counties
HARLAN, Ky. 1AP — Gov.
Julian Carroll says he favors
returning coal tax money to the
coal-producing counties with no
strings attached.
However, Carroll said that
could not be done under the
current law establishing a sev-
erance tax but would have to
be done through a "franchise
tax" levied by the county gov-
ti ruiziiLs.
The governor told newsmen
after a rally Tuesday in Harlan
that if the franchise tax is
found legal, would be in fa-
vor of doing away with the sys-
tem as it is known today."
Pike Fiscal Court has levied
such a tax, but it is being test-
Bethany Mission Is
Organized, County
The i Bethany Missionary
Baptist Mission near New
Concord has been organized
with Harry Elkins as the
preacher.
Bro. Elkins was authorized by
the Bethany Baptist Church,
Paris, Term,, to start the
mission.
Services are' ,held each
Sunday at eleven a. hi, and 6:30
p. m. and Wednesday ilt‘seven
p. m.
The pastor invites the NIA;
to attend the leirvices.
ed in court. understand.
Currently counties get one- One local resident observed
half the severance tax collected Carroll as he shook hands and
in excess of the estimated state talked with supporters. "He's
budget. Use of the money is re- not as gushy as Hollenbach, but
stricted by law to recreational he's no wallflower."
and industrial development. Earlier in the day, Carroll
Although Carroll has in- took a few indirect swipes at
dicated in the past that he Jefferson County Judge Todd
leans toward the franchise tax Hollenbach, an opponent, say-
syste_nl,_antil  Tuesday_be_had_ing--tbat-be 4-Carroll-t--pets-oft e-
not committeed himself to ei- tie and campaigns in downtown
ther method. Louisville — and keeps the tie
Carroll toured Southeastern on, campaigning in Harlan.
Kentucky coal communities by It was a reference to Hollen-
helicopter Tuesday and was bach's usual campaign dress of
scheduled to take his campaign windbreaker and slacks, which
into Northeastern Kentucky this has given way to a suit and tie
morning. now. "I'm not somebody who's
The governor told supporters going to be one thing in one
in Harlan, Pineville, Cumber- part of this state and another in
another part," Carroll said.land, Middlesboro and London
that relieving unemployment is
a top priority of his adminis-
tration.
At a reception in the Middles-
boro Public Library, Carroll
chatted with well-wishers.
Odessa McCombs said she
came to get a look at him and
added, "If he'll do what he
says (about creating jobs), I'll
vote for him. I want to make a
living."
Willie Mae Hamblin said she
was excited to meet the gover-
nor and liked what he said
about jobs, "I like the way he
phrases his words," she said.
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First Hurricane To
Be Named 'Amy'
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
first hurricane of the upcoming
tropical storm season will be
called Amy, the National
Weather Service says.
The hurricane season begins
June 1 and officially ends Nov.
30.
After Amy, the hurricanes
will be named Blanche, Caro-
line, Doris, Eloise, Fay, Gla-
dys, Hanle, Ingrid, Julia, Kitty,
Lilly, Mabel, Niki, Opal, Peggy,
Ruby, Sheila, Tilda, Vicky and
Winnie.
Each year the hurricane sea-
son claims an average of 100
lives and causes $150 million in
property damage in the United
States, the Weather Service
said Tuesday.
Stock Market
PriCeis of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnistved to the Ledger &
Times by First of Mictdgan. Corp., of
Murray, are a.stollows:
U S. Homes  +
Kelufman & Broad  11/4 uric
Ponderosa Systems 11% unc
Kimberly Clark  30¼ uric
Union Carbide 64 +4
W.R Grace  +%
Texaco 2441
General Elec 474 'I-%
GAF Corp 11%
Georgia Pacific 12% +
Pfizer 35% +59
Jim Walters 35% +%
Kirsch  13% +14
Disney  51 +1
Franklin Mint 304 -%
Prices of stocks of local Interest at noon
t
today furnished to the Ledger & limes by





























Zenith ... 7. ... _33% +4
Jones For Circuit Court Clerk
In response to some questions
that I have been asked,
let me make
the following statements:
1 . If elected, I will devote my full time to the office.
2. I am not now, nor will I be on election day, obligated to anyone
for any reason.
3. I have not, nor will I, promise anyone a job to help me get elec-
tad.
4. I will keep the office open through the noon hour and until 6 p. m.
on Friday.
SIX TWIRLERS from Murray and students of the Sandy
Coleman Twirling Academy competed in the 1975 Cotton
Carnival Twirl-A-Rama held Saturday in Memphis. The
twirlers who participated are Amy Pittenger, second place in
two baton, second in visitors solo and first in parade
majorette; Lori Rushing, Kim Smith, third in solo, Vanessa
Stone, Bully Stokes, third in best appearing, second in strut,
second in fancy T-strut, first in cob, first in visitors solo. In
overall competition for the das Huffy missed the high point
trophy by one point. Tina Cooper, first grader at Southwest
Elementary and daughter of Mr. and -Mrs. Lloyd Cooper
brought home four trophies in her first try at competition
winning second place in strut, third place in best appearing,
third in visitors solo, first in military strut.
BUFFY STOKES was crowned first runnerup in the Little
Miss Cotton Carnival Pageant held the same day as the open
contest. She was judged on modeling in a party dress and in-
terview for which she won second place. In fancy T-strut she
won first and in solo competition she won fourth place.
Buffy has competed in four contests and has won a total of
21 trophies. She is a second year student of her mother, San-
dy Coleman and is in second grade at University School. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Coleman, Jr., her grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Costello and she is the
great-granddaughter of Mrs, John Farmer.
LEIU System Amassing
Files On Thousands Of
Persons Across Nation
WASHINGTON (API— With
$1.3 million from the federal
government, the Law Enforce-
ment Intelligence Unit, a na-
tionwide police organization
virtually unknown to the public,
has amatsed a computerized
intelligence file containing 18,-
905 names.
The intelligence unit, known
as LEIU, and its data bank
were established to exchange
intelligence information on or-
ganized crime. But some police
officials say LEIU, which has
more than 200 member in-
telligence agencies throughout
the United States and Canada,
has expanded its interests to in-
clude political dissenters and
any citizen who anuses the cu-
riosity of the police.
"Often just being, con-




NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP —
POlice reportedly have four
chief suspects in the Feb. 25
disappearance and stran-




today that police are trying to
build a case that can be pre-
sented in court.
The paper quoted a source
within the police department
and close to the investigation
as saying:
"We know that one of the
four is the man we are looking
for; at least we are positive on
the basis of what we believe
that one of the four is the mur-
derer."
The girl disappeared Feb. 25
while delivering Girl Scout
cookies in her -neighborhood. -
Her body was _found March 30
in a neighbor's garage.
An autopsy report did not
pinpoint the time of death.
yourself a criminal intelligence
file," said a Houston, Tex., po-
lice official. "It was obvious
that municipal departments
across the country were devel-
oping unbelievable files."
An insight into the operations
of LEIU came when the Hous-
ton police department recently
left the organization.
LEIU national chairman Ray
Henry, a Long Beach, Calif.,
police intelligence officer, said
the organization's purpose is to
keep track of 'traveling organ-
ized crime hoodlums." He
added that it has "nothing to do
with investigating political fig-
ures, churches, blacks, or any-
thing of that type."
LEIU's computer data bank
is known as the Interstate Or-
ganized Crime Index IOCI
and is located in the in-
telligence division of the Cali-
rnia Department of Justice.
Funds to operate the index
came from the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration
(LEAA). 'A federal agency
which has dikributed billions of
dollars in crime fighting grants
throughout the nation.
In 1973 an LEAA evaluation
of the index said:
"This project established a
national register containing 2,-
794 persons identified as organ-
ized crime principals and 18,905
names of all type? including
aliases, nicknames, associates
and businesses."
The evaluators polled police
departments connected to the
system and reported user
agencies wanted more names
in IOCI.
The evaluators also cited
complaints about limitations on
the material included in MCI.
Some users indicated they
wanted it to include data on
"dissidents, radicals, revolu-
tionaries and similar types."
It could not be determined
whether those ,constraints on
what could be included in the
index were retnoved.
Madame Ngai Planned Suicide
Should She Fall To Communists
COLUMBUS, Ga. ( AP,
Madame Vu Thi Ngai, who col-
lected war orphans like a Pied
Piper for 30 years, bought poi-
son with which to kill herself
should she fall into Communist
hands.
"I did not anticipate the Viet
Cong would kill me outright,"
said Mme, Ngai. Her name was
on a VC death list for allowing
hundreds of Vietnamese chil-
dren to be flown to America.
-There are many different
ways of torture," said the 71-
year-old woman known
throughout Southeast Asia as
"the Mother of One Thousand
Children."
Mme. Ngai fled Saigon in
early May along with other ref-
ugees coming to the United
States. She said in an interview
at her newfound home in Geor-
gia:
-They (Communists) give
you paper and pencil. You must
write what they tell you — bi-
ography, 'confessions.' I'm
very tired. I do not have the
temperament for this.
"I bought poison, to be ready,
if the Americans did not get me
out. I would rather die than be
in their hands."
A petite woman, she still is
strikingly beautiful. She says of
the traumatic change which
brought her to America: "I be-
gin now my second life."
It is also the second time she
has fled communism. The first
was in 1954, when her doctor
husband and other members of
her family were killed by the
North Vietnamese.
But long before that, Mme.
Ngai, as a wealthy North Viet-
namese, was taking pot-bellied,
starving children into her man-
sion in the Tonkin Bay area.
-As a young woman, my in-
terest was sports, all the time,"
said Mme. Ngai. She was the
women's tennis champion of
her country, an expert fencer
and swimmer.
But the French-Indochina
war which broke out in 1945
was to change all that, she
said.
"Two million died from hun-
ger. There was nothing to eat.
It is hard to understand the
poverty and hunger," she said
slowly.
As the suffering increased,
she and her neighbors began
taking in abandoned children.
In 1954, the Communist Viet
Minh ravaged her town, de-
stroyed her beautiful home, ar-
rested her husband, mother,
brother and two sisters.
"All died in prison," she said.
-My mother from starvation,
because she was too old to
work and earn her food. My 15-
year-old son disappeared one
day. I looked and looked for
him."
Then, gathering up the waifs,
Fulton Fire
Out Power
FULTON, Ky. (AP) — This
city remained blacked-out dur-
ing the early morning Wednes-
day after a Tuesday night fire
at the Builders Supply Co, here
that severed a major electrical
cable.
Power was expected to be re-
stored near dawn in thiiiki
of what was described by Ful-
ton Fire Dept. Capt. Ron Grif-
fin as "the worst fire in the his-
tory althe city."
lt_taok Fulton firemen and
units from South Fulton and
Union City, Tenn., three hours
to bring the blaze in the lumber
and building supply storage
warehouse under control.
One fireman was overcome
by the heat and six others suf-
fered blisters from the soaring
her jewelry and a few blocks of
gold leaf, she fled south with
hordes of refugees, picking up
more abandoned children along
the way.
By the time she reached Hai-
phong, she had used most of
her jewelry and gold to keep
her growing group of children
alive. In Haiphong, she named
her orphanage An Lac. Happy
Place.
COMMITTEE TO MEET
The Social Concerns Com-
mittee will meet at 7:30
Thursday night at Douglass
Center. All people interested in
local projects ace asked to
attend this important meeting.
Plans for the year will be niide
and all ideas and recom-




flames. All received first-aid
treatment on the scene.
The blaze, visible for four
miles, broke out about 10 p.m.,
CDT., and before it was brought
under control, the warehouse
was gutted and several ad-
jacent homes were damaged by
teat and smoke 
The blackout came almost as
the fire began and with the rest
of the city dark, the blaze cast
an ominous glow over this
Southwest Kentucky community
of 3,250.
There was no immediate esti-
mate of damage from the own-
ers of the building, McAdoo
Brothers Inc., ,_of Union City,
Term.
The cause of the fire was not
immediately determined by
Fulton police and fire officials.
Sandy Coleman
and Oesiudents of .
The Twirling Acaclem y













E.P.A. mileage tests of new 75 cars
sold in the U.S. list the Datsun 8-210s at
an impressive 39 mpg on the highway. 27
mpg in town
But great gas mileage is just one of
Datsun s many economies' The' 8-210
price includes all these standard features:
1400cc high cam engine Power.
assist front disc brakes • Fully reclin-
ing bucket seats • Tinted glass a Full
•
2-Dour
carpeting @Vinyl interior and trim
Electric rear window defogger • Trip
odometer • Whitewalls a Wheel covers
and more'
The B-210 comes in three body styles
-Hatchback. 2- and 4-Door Sedans - a
choice not available in all economy cars.
The Datsun 8-210 The most economi-
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Hollenbach Makes Public
Two Years Of Tax Returns
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') —
Todd Hollenbach, who is seek-
ing the Democratic nomination
for governor, has made public
his tax returns for the past two
years and estimated his net
worth at $85,000.
Hollenbach made the dis-
closures Tuesday, explaining
that stock market conditions re-
duced his net worth from the
approximately $125,000 he had
inherited from his father.
Newsmen examined the Jef-
ferson County judge's state and
federal tax returns before he
left for a Western Kentucky
campaign trip. The returns
show he earned about $35,000 in
1973 and 1974, and paid about
$1,000 in federal taxes.
According to his returns, Hol-
lenbach had a 1974 gross in-
come of $18,389. He paid feder-
al taxes of $425 on that and re-
ceived a refund of $1,178, the
returns showed.
Hollenbach's 1974 adjusted
gross income for state taxes
was slightly less. The state re-
turn showed that he paid $111
in Kentucky income tax and re-
ceived a $307 refund.
His 1974 income included:
—$14,300 salary as county
judge.
—$3,260 in stock dividends.
—Other income of about $2,-
BLACK DIAMOND, Wash.
1AP) — "Everything I point
out to eat will be something
I've eaten," David Jansen said.
And with that, the 25 foragers
were off for a weekend of
learning to live off the land.
"I read all about these in
books, but you never really
know for sure until somebody
shows you," Bob Rollin, a for-
estry teacher at a local high
school, said later. The group
nibbled its way along the road-
side, sampling miner's lettuce,
bedstraw, sheep sorrel and lico-
rice fern roots.
Jansen, a freelance instructor
in edible wild foods, explained
the various goodies as the
group moved along. Winter
cress, in the mustard family;
curly dock, a good rhubarb sub-
stitute; young fern fronds, with
an almond flavor, and several
other plants were sampled and
approved.
Jansen led the participants in
a workshop sponsored by the
Seattle Parks and Recreation
Department. They gathered at
the Red Barn Ranch, about 20
miles southeast of Seattle.
Jansen lectured the aspiring
natural gourmands Friday
night, before they hit the fields.
At one point, the group came
upon a fir tree. Jansen ex-
plained "the needles taste tur-
pentiney, but there's a lot of
vitamin C. It's OK, if you like
It.''
Later, a Seattle woman point-
ed out lichen. She told the
WHERE AUTO
CRASH IS COMMON
BELGRADE (AP) — Yugo-
slavia is Europe's most dan-
gerous country to drive in, ac-
cording to experts who compute
percentage of per capita in-
come spent to pay damages in
auto accidents.
The European average for
this is 1.5 per cent and for Yu-
goslavia 2.8.
At the beginning of 1974 Yu-
goslavia had 1.8 million regis-
tered motor vehicles, with 2.3
million people — nearly one-
tenth of the population — pos-
sessing driver's licenses.
The capital, Belgrade, had
only 39,000 registered motor ve-
hicles in 1965, the number soar-
ing to more than 200,000 in the
beginning of 1974.
PRIZE MONEY Plus TROPHIES
Got Yot.r Entry In f•q4y.
Lintii 60 nes
Contact say kryc•• mearber tor fadvy 11
'fairy ft.SS.01"
7:30 p.m. Saturday May 31
Calloway County
Fairgrounds
500, Including $2,420 from the
"county judge expense fund"
and $75 as an honorarium from
Trinity High School.
On the return for 1973, Hol-
lenbach showed an adjusted
gross income of $17,592 for fed-
eral tax purposes. On that, he
paid $618 and received a refund
of $686, the return showed.
The judge's adjusted gross in-
come for state income tax in
1973 was $17,067, on which he
paid $145 and received a $203
refund.
Hollenbach's 1973 income in-
cluded:
—$12,600 salary as county




—Other income of $3,672, in-
cluding $1,167 as an attorney
fee.
Hollenbach's chief rival in
the May 27 Democratic pri-
mary, Gov. Julian Carroll, dis-
closed his tax information on
April 15. He reported a gross
income of $38,387 last year.
Of that, $24,500 was salary
for his positions as lieutenant
governor, acting governor and
governor.
Carroll disclosed that he paid
$6,919 in federal and $1,386 in
state income taxes for 1974.
group it could be pounded into
a powder, mixed with water
and made into a pan bread. She
said it was high in protein,
though "not as high as in-
sects."
"In survival situations, grubs
— even worms — provide pro-
teins and fat," she said.
She told one interested party
that slugs also can be eaten.
"I eat raw eggs frequently,
but I don't know if I could eat a
slug," Rollin muttered.
The menu for the big feast of
the excursion finally was de-
cided. Jansen said the group
treated itself to a main course
of fuzzy thistles, cattail soup, a
nettle dish, a fireweed dish and
some mustard greens, chick-
weed and miner's lettuce sal-
ads. The meal was topped off
with ginger and mint teas.
SOUTHWEST WINNERS—Winners from Southwest Elementar) School in the first annual
Calloway County junior High Speech Tournament included Janet Ordway and Debbie Miller,
third place in duet acting Meleah Paschall, first place in prose; Karo
l Kemp, second place in
prose; Chuck Williams, Mark Jackson, and Mike Rogers, first through third respectively in public
speaking. Elanor Miller was the Southwest coach.








MSU REGIONAL WINNERS—Winners in the regional science fair held at Murray State Univer-
sity included three from North Elementary School. From left, Principal John Bohann
on; Mark
Roberts, honorable mention in biology; Michael Harris, honorable mention in chemistry; Timmy
Falwell, second place in earth science, and Marlene Beach, sixth grade teacher.
Outpatient
calls increase
More than three Americans
in a thousand are patients in
U.S. community hospitals
daily, according to Health In-
surance Institute, but outpa-
tient utilization is on the rise.
The nation's community
hospitals treated 179 million
outpatients in 1973, with out-
patient utilization having in-
creased 57 per cent since
1968. — CNS.








Choice of gentle, regular or
super




SPEECH WINNERS—North Elementary School was the Sweepstakes winner in the Calloway
Junior High speech contest. Division winners included Renae Edwards and la Don Dowdy, first
place in duet acting Jackie Parker, first place in poetry: Nancy Story, second place in poetry:
Kim Starks, third place in poetry, and Johnna Brandon, third place in prose.
MURRAY. Bel Air Center
MAYFIELD: On The Square
PADUCAH: Downtown & Crossroads






OPEN NIGHTS 8 SUNDAYS
Congratulations Graduates of '75
Hair Dryer

















































Uses 6 different types of Polaroid Land film including
new ultra-brilliant Polacolor 2 Type 108.
Automatic exposure control
Electric eye. electronic shutter
Automatically adjusting viewfinder.
Calibrated distance scale for best flash pictures.
Versatile built in flash fcr standard or HI Power cubes
3-element 18 lens.
Precision ground stainless feel rollers.
Polaroid's fabulous nein; color film in Type 108 format
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities










Big Chief 18 jar
Limit 1 with coupon 'Ind $7.50 add. pur. excluding










B010 na 9 by piece only 4 Lb.
Krey's Whole Carve Masters' Jr. Boneless
Ham
Fresh
Donuts Mix or Match



























99c Country Styk Po*Sausage
4 Roll Pkg. 65c
Stokely
Tomato Juice 46 Oz. Can 59C
Van Camp









With this coupon &
$7.50 Add. Purchase
Expires 5-20-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON

















Good Only At Storeys
COUPON

























Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
























Good Onl At Store
COUPON







Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
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SCHOLARSHIP WINNER—Deidra Henley of Louisville, a
junior nursing major at Murray State University, has been
awarded an $800 Heublein Foundation scholarship for her
senior year. Miss Henley, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Win-
ston Henley of 2943 Bon Air Drive in Louisville, was one of
18 students in the country chosen for a scholarship by the
parent company of Kentucky Fried Chicken. Miss Henley,
who has been a Dean's List student each semester, was the
Murray State representative in 1973 in the competition for
Mountain laurel Festival queen in Pineville.
Efficiency.Courtesy-Integrity
Your Vote dr Support Ap-
preciated






Alaskan labor officials are
saying that advertisements
telling of high paying jobs rn
Alaska "could not be further
from the truth."
Kentucky's Department of
Labor has received a letter
from the Alaskan Labor
Department, in which Labor
Commissioner Edmund N.
Orbeck asks assistance in
warning the public against
fraudulent offerings of high
paying jobs connected with
construction of the Alaskan
Pipeline.
Alaskan officials say job-
seekers should come to Alaska
"only if they have first obtained
a bona fide job and are
prepared to face the rigors of
some of the most miserable
weather in the world."
Some ads, according to Or-
beck, are being placed by
"unscrupulous opportunists
who are offering non-existent
jobs and false job information
at an exorbitant fee.-
"In reality," Orbeck says,
"Alaska has a chronically high
unemployment rate; Alaskan
residents will receive em-
ployment preference and there
are more than enough of them
to fill the jobs; hiring for the
project will actually be done
through unions; and the cost of
living in Alaska is double that of
the rest of the nation, with
almost no housing available."
The spoon is probably the
oldest of the three basic eating
implements. It exists in a wide
variety of shapes.
Look At What Is
Happening At Lindy's
19' Hamburgers & Miniature Golf Course
Every Tuesday Pay 25'
& Play All The Golf
You Would Like
linh's is selling only 100 % pure ground
beef
Every Wednesday Ladies
Play Free with paying
Escort.
Ask about Free Hamburgers for your next
,Birthday Party
Every Thursday is Family Night. The
whole family plays a round of golf for
$1.00. No matter how large or small
Free Ice Cream Cone With Each
Meal
Every Saturday Is Kiddies Day
11-5 p.m. Children play for
25c a game or 3 games
----for 60c






Open 9:30 a.m. to Midnight - 7 Days A Week
Get To Know Us Better
This offer expires June 30, 1975
Kentucky Expert Works Toward Highway Safety
FRANKFORT, Ky. — -There
is no way we can compare the
accident rate of the 'good old
days,' when those fine old cars
ruled the mail, with today's
accident rate. Accurate records
of fatalities were not kept then
and we have no way of knowing
how many million vehicle miles
were traveled annually."
The speaker was Bennie R.
Maffet, an engineer and
director of the Office of High-
way Safety Programs in the
Kentucky Department of
Trinsportation.
As an antique car buff, Maffei
is qualified to speak on the
subject of fine old cars.
Maffet was one of three state
safety administrators recently
called to Washington to review
and assist in preparing
proposed federal legislation on
new highway safety standards.
His opinions are considered
expert on the subject of high-
way safety.
Maffet coordinates and
initiates safety proposals by
state and local safety officials,
With his staff assisting in
Planning and later monitoring
and evaluating) them. The
requests submitted may be for a
new ambulance or for more
standardized highway signs. Or
they could be for alcoholic
driver education or for driving
simulators in high schools. The
list is long. Maffet then acts as
liaison between Washington and
Frankfort.
Maffet explained that during
the 1960s Congress responded to
the increasing rate of traffic
fatalities by passing the
Federal Safety Act of 1966. It
was through that act that major
hazards were pinpointed.
In 1973, a federal Highway
Safety Act made funds




programs—there are 18 of them
specified by law—are for safety
projects beyond those
automatically engineered into
saew highway design. These are
the program Maffet's office
oversees.
"Getting funds and spending
them wisely is the goal," said
Maffet. "Arid it all will pay off
in lives saved."
•'It has been estimated," said
Maffet, "that each fatality—
beyond the human grief and
personal loss—costs society
$250,000. The statistics are cold;
most of us have reflected on
what it would mean if a member
of our own family were included
in those statistics."
Maffet, 32, his wife, Marsha,
and their two daughters live in
NATION-WIDE SALE
TESIbi 
MAY 21st TO 28th
the Indian Hills section of
Frankfort.
A highway scholarship
recipient, he earned his
bachelors degree in civil
engineering from the Univer-
sity of Kentucky in 1966 and his
masters degree from there in
1967.
As a highways scholarship
'student, he worked for the
former Department now
Bureau) of Highways during the
summers, getting, he said, an
overview of the opportunities
within state government.
The Elizabethtown native
said there was never any
question about living anywhere
except Kentucky. "We live
reasonably close to our families
and we enjoy our surroundings.
My work with the Department
of Transportation has real
— meaning."




City Council — Ward 'B'
Demotrata Pnrnary ,A4111, r 197;
Paid tot bv Gary R HJ%erstoti,
Wee






Hides like PAINT! Protects like
STAIN! Forest-fresh colors for
smooth or rough-cut siding,
wood shingles, shakes, etc.
WOODSMAN wakes up weary wood with colors that
stay fresh. Fights fading, blistering and peeling years
longer than oil stain. Goes on latex-easy. High 
hiding.
Produces a velvety -flat finish over wood siding, shingl
es,
shakes, fences, plywood, even paneling. Dries fast. 
Soapy
water cleanup. Choose from 21 rustic colors 
including










KistRE is Poriatt for walls, cei1ings and
woodwork in every room: Its smooth,
enamel-hard finish resists stains, soiling,
fingermarks. Even scrubbing and *scouring
won't harm its velvet finish. Easy to apply.
Dries fast, Soapy water cleanup. Brite pure









Choose from 24 "JAMESTOWN 
COLORS" and White
Unique oil-emulsion formula 
gives tough, weather
resistant protection of an oil 
paint ... yet, it's as easy
to use as latex, Spreads o
n with a "buttery" slip that
makes house painting easy. 
Dries bug-free in minutes.
High hiding. Goes on even 
over damp surfaces, Soapy














An excellent value' One coat
covers most surfaces Fully







F or walls and trim.













SAT-N-HIJE makes painting a
"snap". Thick, creamy rich formula
spreads on smoothly. Dries fast
without lap marks. No dripping, No
messy thinner, High hiding.
Scrubbable.
- AS ADVERTISED IN
"HOUSE & GARDEN"
MAGAZINE






For all surfaces. Resists
fumes, blistering. Water
cleanup. White & 4 colors.
WE OWN 2 TRU-TEST PAINT FACTORIES
TO GIVE YOU 3ETTER QUALITY PAINTS
AT LOWEST PRICES!
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St 753-257j







The Mini-Mizer works like a little adding ma-
chine and fits easily in your purse. It totals up
your food bill as you shop. So you don't have to
take our word that Kroger will minimize your
lood costs. Our Mini-Miter can prove it to you.
The Mini-Miter proves








































= COFFEE  
Lb. A
Beg
With this coupon. Good through Tuesday, May N.
II= Limit one.Dimmiimmummilimm




8 to 14 lb.
lb. 55'
Bakery prices in this ad are good through Saturday, May 11.
All other prices good through next Tuesday, May ?O.
Limit rights reserved. Copyright













... These are special offers made possible by manufac-
turers' allowances and special purchases look for the X

















• Borax 144:Ol 89c
)OHNSON SPRAY
• Jubilee 10 1/2 0/CAN $ 1 1 1
HOME PRIDE SOLID
49c2 Air Freshener 41/202.
11M DANDY




















KROGER, BY THE PIECE
Bologna 
RIB HALF AS MIXED
Pork Loin CHOPS










WHOLE OR PORTIONS Of
Semi-Boneress itani  LI:$121
WHOLE. 6 TO 8 LB















CHEF BOY AR DEE
Beef Ravioli
Big K 30 oz.
Drink Aid
rg.tealtit and 'Beauty cAid711
LISTERINE HERBAL MSENCE
ANTISEPTIC SHAMPOO
139M 0 u there'll

















WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN
ARKLA GAS GRILL!
411116














KROGER TENDER LEAN, SEMI-BONELESS
Chuck Steak  LB. 89t
KROGER TENDER LEAN, THRIFTY BEEF
Shoulder Roast LB. 99'
Cube Steaks 
KROGER TENDER LEAN, THRIFTY REEF
English Roast Lk I Ul
FAMILY PAR OF 6 TO
$169
Fish Sticks  39c
FAMILY PAR, 3 TO 5 LBS






































9  CAIN 69c Cool Whip
ORE IDA





















































Celery Hearts PRO 59c
CAESAR SALAD
Romaine Lettuce TA 49c
LARGE SIZE CUCUMBERS OR


















With this coupon and $10 purchase, excluding items
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of cou-
pon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit







With this coupon and $10 purchase, excluding items
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of cou-
pon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit








With this coupon and $10 purchase, excluding items
prohibited by law ard in addition to the cost of cou-
pon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit
one. Good through Tuesday, May 20.
111111111111





With this coupon and $10 perchase, excluding items
prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of cou-
pon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit


















Budda set al a tract,on of
OW you aspect to pay'
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Fverythmq you buy at Kt ow, is guaranteed
Ion your total satisfaction regardless of man
ufacturip If you are not satisfied. Kroger
will replace your item with the same brand
or a comparable to and oriefuncl your pun
chase price
We also guarantee that we will do everything in out nowei
to have ample supplies of all advertised specials on out
shelves when you shop for them If, due to conditions
beyond our control, we run out of an advertised special,
we will substitute the same item in a comPai able hr and
(when such an item is available; reflecting the same say-
ings or, if you prefer, Tye you a "-RAIN CHECK" which
entitles you to the same advertised special at the same
















































































sciErog FAIR WINNERS-North Calloway Elementary Science Fair winners included, front
row, left -to right, Mark Roberts, first place, sixth grade; Michael Harrison, second place sixth
grade, and Danny Garland, third place, sixth grade. Second row, Kim Black, second place eig
hth
grade; Larry Satterwhite, first place seventh grade; lisha Bucy, third place, seventh 
grade; Sherry
Wilson, third place, seventh grade; Jeanne Schroader, third place seventh grade; Glynnis 
Tabers,
second place seventh grade; Chandra Watkins, second place, seventh grade; Kathy 
Black,
second place, eighth grade; third row, Paula Cavitt, second place, eighth grade; Ronnie 
Walker,
eighth grade teacher; Dave Watson, first place, eighth grade; Timmy Stone, first place, 
eighth
grade; Tommy Boggess, third place eighth grade; Stephanie Wyatt, first place, eighth grade;
LaDon 'Dowdy and Renae Edwards, third place, eighth grade; Marlene Beach, sixth gr
ade
teacher and Lucille Potts, seventh grade teacher.
Idle Bureaucrat Does
Little To Earn $19,693
Salary Each Yeat
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Jubal
Hale admits he's a bureaucrat
with little to do. So he Spends
his working hours reading and
listening to Beethoven records
at his office.
Hale says it's not that he
doesn't try to earn his $19,693-a-
year salary as executive secre-
tary of the Federal Metal and
Non-Metallic Safety Board of
Review. It's lust that the board
has never had anything to re-
view in its four years, Hale
said in an interview.
"We have been expecting to
be abolished for over two
years," Hale said. "Bills have
been introduced in Congress to
abolish us. But nothing hap-
pened."
The administration is asking
for $80,000 in annual upkeep for
the office m the President's
budget for fiscal year 1976.
Halo was contacted • after
Rep. Ken Hechler, D-W. Va.,
charged in a House Appropria-
tions subcommittee meeting
Monday that the board was -a
totally useless, toothless and
do-less government agency
which has never earned its
Pay."
Hechler called for the board
to be abolished. Hale said he
doubted aliy objections would
come from his office if Con-
gress did just that.
"We have been extremely
candid with Congress," Hale
said. "Our annual reports are
clear and concise. We have had
no cases."
The five-member board was
set up to hear appeals from
non-coal mine operators or-
dered to shut down by the Min-
ing Enforcement and Safety
Administration as unsafe. A
MESA spokesman expressed
surprise that the board was
still in operation. "I thought it
had been abolished some time
ago," he said.
There were 1,998 closure or-
ders last year but not one was
appealed to Hale's board. Hech-
ler said that mine operators
have another avenue of appeal
through the Interior secretary.
He described a trip to the
board's offices last week.
"The door was open, the tele-
phone was off the hook, and no-
body was around," said the
congressman. "The coffee-mak-
ing equipment was elaborate. A
large stereo set was in the of-
fice of the executive secretary
with Beethoven records stacked
high."
Hale said he was visiting the
Interior Department and his
secretary was home sick when
Hechler visited, so no one was
manning the office. He did not
dispute Hechler's description.
Hale said his board can
only be abolished by congres-
sional action and that he thinks
Hechler and other congressmen
"should stop making diatribes
against us" and, in effect, put
up or shut up.
SMALL TOWN HAS
HISTORIC FIRSTS
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The
small community of New Har-
mony, Ind., ( current population
971) was established in the
southwestern corner of the
state in 1814. Though its popu-
liltion never greatly exceeded
1,000 persons, within the next 10
to 15 years New Harmony grew
to be a center of science and
learning for the growing nation,
rivaled in importance only by
Philadelphia in early 19th cen-
tury America.
During this period, New Har-
mony became, among other
things, the birthplace of the
first school for infants in Amer-
ica, the first trade school, the
first free public school system,
the first civic dramatic club











Complete Show of the
Best in Campers
Open for your inspection
Special Show Prices
Bankruptcy Filings At All Time




and businesses filed bankruptcy
petitions in March than in any
other month in history, the gov-
ernment says. This reflects a
steady increase in the number
of,„ people unable to cope with
inflation and recession.
Over-all bankruptcy filings
for fiscal 1975 are running 35
per cent higher than a year
earlier and the number of fi-
nancial failures for the year
that ends June 30 could set a
record.
March is the latest month for
which figures are available.
The statistics cover two kinds
of bankruptcy filings: those by
individuals or businesses who
ask the court to declare them
bankrupt and those by people
or companies seeking relief
from creditors while they work
out a system of paying their
bills.
The Administrative Office of
the United States Courts, which
records the number of bank-
ruptcy and relief petitions filed
in every federal judicial dis-
trict, provided this update on
Monday:
- There were 24,970 bank-
ruptcy filings in March, 13 per
cent or 2,639 more filings than
in October, the previous single
highest month on record, and
42 per cent or 7,391 filings more
than in March 1974.
- The total number of bank-
ruptcy filings for the first nine
months of fiscal 1975 was 184,-
655, 35 per cent more than the
136,597 filings in the first nine
months of 1974.
- More people have been
going broke each month. There
were 20,081 bankruptcy filings
in December, 21,264 in January,
21,763 in February and 24,970 in
March. There was a similar
pattern a year earlier, but the
rate of climb was less and the







Your Vote And lnfluenc
Will Be Appreciated
Political Ad
paid for by Dave Willis, 211 Spruce St.
Mr. Farmer
We have a place
just for you
Farm lumber for your every need.
Treated 6" zó" Barn Post up to 30 foot.
Creosote fence posts and lumber
SPECIAL






















































GET OFF TO A GREAT START 1111r;-"Fir'ilirL













































• tile camera Big pictures
• • rsy drop in. film loading






















































































































sCOLORIN LA RG ElyIENT.
Good thru May 15 5
1C SALE vvdohtfjp.r
ajs
Buy one' enlargement at the regular price
receive the second for only a penny more from
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KENTUCKY HISTORY WINNERS—Winners in the Kentucky History Contest at North Elemen-
tary School were, left to right, Cm Willie, third place; Karon Walker, honorable mention; James
Bibb, first place; Timmy Feltner, second place; and Larry Satterwhite, third place. Jim Nix is the
sponsor of the contest, held in conjunction with the Bicentennial Celebration here.
*Practicing Attorney Since 1963
*Former Murray Prosecuting Attorney
*Past President - Murray-C loway County
Jaycees
*Adive in Community Affairs
*Qualified, Experienced and Able To Get
The Job Done
NW tor bc Pica Slmmirs Camps* NEC P.OMs I 4S. Commom Om_ Uncle Lain. income.
KSP Cadets Receive Unnecessary
Help During Training Sessions
FRANKFORT, Ky., — The
police cruiser pulled off the
highway and stopped a few feet
behind a car which apparently
was being stripped of its vital
engine parts by two fast-
moving young men.
The officer quickly hopped
out of his cruiser, slammed the
door and hot-footed over to start
an investigation. Before he
could ask the first question, one
of the two suspicious-looking
characters suddenly scampered
up a nearby hill.
Without bothering to ask any
questions of the remaining
"suspect," the officer hand-
cuffed him and placed him in
the back seat of the cruiser,
leaving the window down. He
then dashed up the hill and
captured the runaway.
"You messed up," said the
first captive as the officer
started to frisk the runaway.
Suddenly, the captive-turned,:
critic emerged trom the patrol
car and began analyzing the
way the officer had handled the
situation, citing a number of
things the officer had done
wrong.
"First, you never determined
if this was their car, and, in this
case, it was," said Captive No.
1. "Then, you shouldn't have
left your car to run after the
other guy. You could have found
out who he was through the first
suspect. Anyway, the reason he
ran was because he was afraid
the law."- - —
"A few questions could have
helped you in this situation," he
added.
The situation, by the way, was
a set-up. The "officer" actually
was a state police cadet and the
critical captive was really Sgt.
Allen Scharf, the man in charge
of a one-week training program
at the Kentucky State Police
Academy, which tests the
cadets' ability to handle on-the-
road situations.
"It's better to iron out their
mistakes now before they
become serious problems in
real-life situations," said
Scharf, a friendly but intense
man, who seems to be as good
an actor as teacher.
You've seen it on TV! Right now,
Burger Chef's special $20 Book of Value











Wow— what a delicious way to
fight inflation!
Notril-fintt imixn-Lanz Savings-an'
a variety of famous-name kitchen and
home products. tqo — including quality
brand grocery products you shop for
every week.
But hurry! This offer is availa-
ble only at participating Burger Chef
stores while supplies last!
So stop by Burger Chef for lunch
today Or stop in tonight for a great
family dinner.
And pick up your Burger
Chef $20 Book of Value.
While your family enjoys
ef our food. we can help beef up
your budget!
So clotit settle for less.
Scharf said cadets, who travel
in groups of three to a cruiser
and are accompanied by a
supervising trooper, are
carefully supervised for three
days, then spend the last two
days confronting simulated
situations without supervision.
Driving down the 10-mile
stretch of Highway 60 west of
Frankfort while the simulations
are underway is much like
riding on a train in an
amusement park: an odyssey of
little plays and historical
reenactments at different in-
tervals along the way.
In this case, there were
"drunks" being apprehended
here, "speeders" being chased
there and men in cadet
uniforms scampering up
hillsides.
But, for passersby the drive
can prove unsettling.
"When we first started the
program seven classes (about
three years) ago," Scharf
recalls, "citizens, thinking the
action was real, would call the
dispatcher -at Frankfort to
report an incident or even stop
and try to help the man they
thought was an officer."
In one incident, a construction
worker, observing what he
though was an attempt by a
motorist to overpower a
policeman._ jumped into the.... 
middleof the "fight" and
restrained the apparently irate
motorist.
On -another hteasion,
passing Jefferson County police
officer stopped and started to
radio for assistance when
Scharf interrupted to explain
the situation.
Besides getting all the on-the-
scene "help," Scharf and
Company also used to get
assistance from well-meaning
motorists who called local
police or the state police
dispacther at Frankfort to
report the "incidents."
But, he said, people have
become used to the simulated
situations and most now take it
in stride. Most, but still not all.
In the middle of the interview
with Scharf, a car pulled off the
road and stopped in front of the
two state police vehicles. Out
popped a young man with long
hair who asked if he could help.
"Bet you don't get many











A Showcase of Big Values for Your Home
STARTS THURSDAY . . . ENDS MONDAY 15 114r7-19
• Porcelain-on-steel interior
• 3 grille-type full-width shelves
• Conventional defrost
• Adjustable cold control, lighted interior
• Safety lock with pop-out key helps
prevent leaving key in lock
47112423N - Shipping weight 278
13.0 cc ff. Refrigerator-Freezer
Ws $29415 Colors
530995
• Refrigerator has 2 full width
shelves, 2 crispers, 3 shelves,
egg rock and butter dish on door
• Freezer has 2 ice trays, juice
coo rack and shelf on door
461165311H Skippiitwifut 2tubj,
Slidieg lift-out basket gives you
easy access to lower level
• Freezer coils attached to liner
for fast and efficient freezing
• Thinwall construction with
polyurethane foam insulation
• Conventional defrost
• Counterbalanced lid, spring
tension hinges, vihyl gasket
• Walnut-look vinyl lid covering









Chest t7Pf1S6311-Shog el 211 lbs $299.95
Upright 41P0I4141 Shoe eit 290 lbs $219.95
Upright 41P0255411 Shoe et 789 lbs $329.95
Upright 41115521 Shoe el 195 lbs $299.95
• Quick-mount installatiQn
• 2-speed fan control plus
2-way air direction control
• Reversible front panel
• Sani-Gard filter traps dust
and dirt to keep air Fresh
47R14085N - Shipping weight 89 lbs
Other Outstanding Buys During Our Coldspot Carnival
213494:95
4,500 BIUH Air Conditioner 0015015N Shpg vi 10 lbs
6,000 BTUH Air Conditioner 4101406611 Shpg vi III lbs 
10,000 BTUH Air Conditioner CUT $20 4781410611-Shpg eft 131 lbs. $269.88
11,000 BTUH All Conditioner 411111191%9g vi Ill lbs $274.88
17.1 Cu. ft. Refrigerator-Freezer CUT $55 46PI6S/4111-Shpg et 3:2: . $,$23999: 5
15.2 cu. ft. Refrigerator-Freeter CUT $50 teR6S511h-Shoo 
11
...and many, many morel
Sears 1 SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE

















































































































FOR THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may have a desire to take
off to "greener pastures" but
think twice before leaping the
fence.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A fine day for artistic, family
and social interests. In all
things, capitalize on your
general know-how and finesse
to the hilt.
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21) no,.
An above-average day in
certain areas; possibly trying in
others. Meet all situations with
equanimity. Don't anticipate
difficulty; take whatever you
meet in stride.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 03/
Another good day for launch-
ing new plans and projects. Of
course, senAible precautions
and complete understanding of
your undertaking will be iim
portant.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 124:g
Brace yourself for some
opposition. Prepared, you can
cope with it more easily, even
outwit it.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You have instinctive know-
how in many areas, but may
tend to get off the track now,
unwisely go off on tangents. Be
alert — and avoid.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41-n
This day will be a far better
one than you may anticipate at
first. Be enthusiastic, but not
hurried; resolute, but not ob-
stinate. You have much to gain.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntet'L
Plan your schedule in orderly
fashion, lest things trivial or
witless interject their time-
wasting tunes. A day for con-
centrating on essentials — and
HUMOR!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 2n
111/1
)6#
Quite unexpectedly you may
find the solution to a difficult
problem. Another's casual
words could put you on the right
track.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ligg
Group activity highly
favored. Stars indicate now is
the time for you to make some
exciting new contacts.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Give careful thought to
financial affairs — not only
business-wise but where your
personal budget is concerned.
Don't let mere whim direct your
purchase.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Present conditions may not
warrant the expansion you have
in mind. Go slow if conservative
opposition arises.
)(G
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great charm, a
deep sense of responsibility,
love and understanding of your
fellowman, a lively imagination
and, above all, a tremendous
appreciation for beauty — along
with the talent to fit you for
success in almost any of the
arts. You also have a scientific
bent but, here, it may best
express itself in the fields of
medicine, chemistry or physics
Your patience and your love of
children make you well suited to
the field of education, also. If
you do not take up one of the
arts - especially Painting,
writing, music or the theater —
as a career, you are almost
certain to adopt one or the other
as an avocation. Birthdate of:





Czech seamen who faced de-
portation after jumping ship
in the Gulf of Carpentaria last
June have been allowed to
settle in Australia.
hitittster for Immigration
Clyde Cameron has granted
permanent residence to
Jaroslav Reinish, 24, and
John Janik, 72, after protests
against deportation Were
made by members of the














Lightweight. rugged with quality
vinyl covering, aluminum trim.
and quilted vinyl interiors
In blue and avocado
This calculator is durable-


















highest performan( i •
cassette records
developed






























black or walnut with
gold accent stripe. Si-
zes 5 x 7,8 x 10, 81/2 x




CHOICE: BEG.T  88.8 8O9.8
Compact, 3" travel clock In Disney
styled Mickey. Minnie or Cinderella.
Also, red or black leatherette calen-
dar alarm.
gc1F
136XF INSTANT LOADING CAMERA OUTFIT
oat
2.97
Disk-Co-Case enables you to
keep 45 RPM records sate and











Munch, M & M's plain




Outfit comes complete with GAF 99









Has 600 watts, brush









Has 850 watts, 2
Pe_edt._  brush nd
comb attachments.
753-8777





Has 1000 watts, 6
power combinations
tor any styling cit_dL -
in need.




It's the total on the tape that counts!
, We don't have '7.50 forced pur-
chases, coupons, or Jay Gimmicks.
Just everyday, storewide, low prices.
We don't have any hidden costs'- try-
us and see why we say-













Prices Good thru Tuesday May 20, 1975












Smoked Picnic Sliced 
With High Cost of Bacon-Try This!
SOUTHSIDE NORTHSIDE
S. 12th St. Chestnut St.

















1/2 gal. 89c 
Banquet Frozen
„ Dinners
 9 oz. 
39C
Ground Chuck





 16 oz. 69.
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